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:::::::  
:::::::  
 
Security Council: (7951st meeting) Protection of civilians and medical care in armed 
conflict.  
Security Council  7951st Meeting (AM) 25 May 2017 
SC/12841 
:: Report of the Secretary-General on the protection of civilians in armed conflict (S/2017/414)  
Report of the Secretary-General (S/2017/414) 
 
Life in War Zones Remains Grim, with Cities Turned into Death Traps, Civilian 
Suffering ‘Pushed to the Limits’, Secretary-General Tells Security Council 
Endless Talks on Ending Violence Pointless as Arms Sales to Criminals, Dictators, Terrorists 
Continue at Same Time, Says Holy See 
Despite 15 years of steadily growing international attention to the question of protecting 
civilians in conflict situations, life in war zones around the world remained grim, with suffering 
“pushed to the limits” as cities turned into “death traps”, the Security Council heard today as it 
held an open debate on attacks against medical personnel and facilities. 
 
“No one is winning today’s wars, everybody is losing,” United Nations Secretary-General António 
Guterres declared, drawing particular attention to continuing attacks against hospitals and wide-
spread sexual violence.  Such brutality had driven more than 65 million people around the globe 
to flee their homes, he said.  Relentless attacks on cities in Syria showed no signs of abating, 
while in South Sudan, attacks continued to target civilians and aid workers.  In Yemen, 
meanwhile, civilians were trapped and targeted by all sides. 
 
Expressing support for Council resolution 2286 (2016) on the protection of civilians in armed 
conflict — co-sponsored by more than 80 States during its adoption a year ago — he 
nevertheless noted that that little had changed on the ground.  “What is needed now is action” 
to turn that text into reality, he emphasized, recommending several measures for improving the 
overall protection of civilians.  They included greater respect for international humanitarian law 
and international human rights law, and ensuring accountability for violations, including at the 
International Criminal Court. 
 
Christine Beerli, Vice-President of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), drew 
particular attention to the return of armed conflict to towns and cities, pointing out that some 
50 million people in urban areas now bore the brunt of conflict.  “At the ICRC, we see daily the 
realities of what happens when civilians are not protected,” she said, describing cases of 
children as young as three years old being killed or treated for the loss of limbs.  She urged all 
belligerent parties to avoid using wide-impact explosive weapons in populated places, and 
called upon Member States engaged in alliances and coalitions to focus greater attention on the 
behaviour and attitudes of those bearing arms. 
 
Bruno Stagno Ugarte, Deputy Director for Advocacy at Human Rights Watch, cited his 
organization’s review, published yesterday, of 25 attacks on health facilities in 10 countries 
between 2013 and 2016, saying it found that little had been done to investigate those attacks 
or to hold those responsible to account.  Noting that the Secretary-General was mandated to 
name perpetrators of attacks on schools and hospitals in a list annexed to his report, he urged 
the Secretary-General to “immunize” the annexes against political redactions by Member 
States… 
 

http://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=S/2017/414
https://www.un.org/press/en/2017/sc12841.doc.htm
https://www.un.org/press/en/2017/sc12841.doc.htm
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SC Meeting Video: 
(Part 1) Protection of civilians and medical care in armed conflict - Security Council, 7951st 
meeting (English)  
Video: 02:38:26 
 
(Part 2) Protection of civilians and medical care in armed conflict - Security Council, 7951st 
meeting (English)  
Video: 02:31:43 
 
(Part 3) Protection of civilians and medical care in armed conflict - Security Council, 7951st 
meeting (English)  
Video: 02:08:18 
 
:::::::  
:::::::  
 
Children: Heath, Security, Development 
 
UNICEF: From cholera in Yemen to attacks on hospitals in Syria, conflict threatens 
lives of over 24 million children in the Middle East and North Africa 
[Editor’s text bolding] 
AMMAN, 24 May 2017 – Violence and conflict in the Middle East and North Africa have put in 
jeopardy the health of 24 million children in Yemen, Syria, the Gaza Strip, Iraq, Libya and 
Sudan. Damage to health infrastructure is depriving children of essential health care. Water and 
sanitation services have been compromised, causing waterborne diseases to spread while 
preventative health care and nutritious food are insufficient to meet children’s needs.  
 
“Violence is crippling health systems in conflict-affected countries and threatens children’s very 
survival,” said Geert Cappelaere, UNICEF Regional Director for the Middle East and North Africa. 
“Beyond the bombs, bullets and explosions, countless children are dying in silence from 
diseases that could easily be prevented and treated.” 
 
In Yemen (9.6 million children in need):  
::The two-year conflict has pushed Yemen to the brink of famine and plunged the country into 
one of the world’s worst humanitarian crises, with widespread severe acute malnutrition among 
children, 
::Salaries for health care and sanitation workers haven’t been paid for more than seven months, 
::Contaminated water sources, untreated sewage and uncollected garbage, sparked a cholera 
outbreak with 323 associated deaths in the last month alone.  
::Two thirds of the population use unsafe water, 
::Health care facilities are struggling to cope with the volume of patients - many of them 
children - amid shortages of medical supplies and clean water. 
 
In Syria (5.8 million children in need): 
::More than 2 million children live under siege and in hard-to-reach areas with little to no 
humanitarian aid. Surgical and other lifesaving supplies are regularly removed from the few 
convoys that are allowed into these areas, 
::Many children do not have access to life-saving vaccinations and those who fall ill or 
are injured struggle to get treatment, 
::Attacks on hospitals and other health facilities have become commonplace – almost 20 per 
month between January and March this year. The few hospitals that are still operational 

http://webtv.un.org/search/part-1-protection-of-civilians-and-medical-care-in-armed-conflict-security-council-7951st-meeting/5448040478001?term=7951st%20meeting
http://webtv.un.org/search/part-1-protection-of-civilians-and-medical-care-in-armed-conflict-security-council-7951st-meeting/5448040478001?term=7951st%20meeting
http://webtv.un.org/search/part-2-protection-of-civilians-and-medical-care-in-armed-conflict-security-council-7951st-meeting/5448454074001?term=7951st%20meeting
http://webtv.un.org/search/part-2-protection-of-civilians-and-medical-care-in-armed-conflict-security-council-7951st-meeting/5448454074001?term=7951st%20meeting
http://webtv.un.org/search/part-3-protection-of-civilians-and-medical-care-in-armed-conflict-security-council-7951st-meeting/5448582353001?term=7951st%20meeting
http://webtv.un.org/search/part-3-protection-of-civilians-and-medical-care-in-armed-conflict-security-council-7951st-meeting/5448582353001?term=7951st%20meeting
https://www.unicef.org/media/media_96033.html
https://www.unicef.org/media/media_96033.html
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function with limited staff and services. 
::The threat of polio – such as the outbreak that hit Syria in 2013 – still looms. 
 
In the Gaza Strip (1 million children in need): 
::Since the main power plant shut down on 16 April, power cuts have reduced water supply to 
40 litres per person per day, less than half of the minimum international standard, 
::Wastewater treatment plants now deposit 100,000 cubic metres of raw sewage into the sea 
daily, increasing the risk of waterborne diseases, 
::14 public hospitals are operating for critical services only.  
 
In Iraq (5.1 million children in need): 
::Water supplies in camps for the displaced around Mosul are stretched to the limit with new 
families arriving daily, many with malnourished children, 
::The widespread use of unsafe well water, with the accumulation of solid waste in and around 
Mosul, are exposing children to the risk of waterborne diseases, 
::UNICEF estimates that 85,000 children are trapped in western Mosul, cut off from 
humanitarian aid for the past seven months and with limited access to medical care. 
 
In Libya (450,000 children in need): 
::Last year, Libya recorded 20 attacks against health facilities, second only to Syria, 
::Immunization programmes have been facing challenges since the conflict erupted 
in 2011, with suspected measles cases reported among young children, 
::Without new funding, over 1.3 million children won’t be vaccinated against 
measles or rubella, putting these children – and others in the country – at risk of 
highly contagious and potentially fatal diseases. 
 
In Sudan (2.3 million children in need): 
::Over 8,000 cases of acute watery diarrhoea have been recorded across 10 of the 18 states in 
just eight months, including those hosting large numbers of refugees from South Sudan.  
::Cases of acute watery diarrhoea are set to rise rapidly once the rainy season begins in June. 
::Over 200,000 children under the age of five in parts of the conflict affected Jabel 
Marra, Nuba Mountains and Blue Nile areas have not had access to basic health 
services such as vaccination, for more than four years.  
 
Across these countries, UNICEF and its partners are working around the clock to provide 
vulnerable children with safe water, water treatment, medical and nutrition supplies to prevent 
the total collapse of essential health and water systems. But as conflicts continue, and amid a 
shrinking humanitarian space, challenges to reach all vulnerable children with lifesaving 
assistance are growing. 
 
“When children can’t access healthcare or improved nutrition, when they drink contaminated 
water, when they live surrounded by waste with no sanitation, they become ill and some die as 
a result,” said Cappelaere. “There is very little standing between them and life-threatening 
illness, especially when humanitarian access is denied.” 
 
UNICEF is appealing for children’s needs to be prioritized in all conflict-affected countries 
through: 
   :: Unconditional and sustained access to all children in need for UNICEF and other 
partners to deliver humanitarian assistance and supplies, including lifesaving 
medical items and vaccination, water purification material and waste treatment.  
   :: Parties to conflicts should put an immediate end to attacks on health facilities. Health 
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facilities and civilian infrastructure should be protected at all times.  
  :: Urgent funding for the health, nutrition and WASH sectors. UNICEF received only one third 
of its 2017 funding requirements for health, nutrition and water and sanitation in these 
countries.   
 
:::::::  
:::::::  
 
Editor’s Note: 
We include selected text and a link to the full video of Hilary Clinton’s commencement address 
to the graduating class of Wellesley College [her alma mater].  
 
Hillary Rodham Clinton [’69] addresses the members of the Wellesley College Class 
of 2017 and an international audience of their family and friends at Wellesley’s 
139th commencement exercises [26 May 2017] 
   :: Full Text: http://www.ajc.com/news/national/hillary-clinton-wellesley-commencement-
speech-2017-read-the-full-text/EsXcXDVzErjjWT9LeOGD0O/ 
  :: Video: 02:45:04 [Clinton Commencement Address at 00:57:00] 
https://www.wellesley.edu/live#5H5jzPuRYILYYLgz.97 
 
[Excerpt; Editor’s text bolding] 
…Now, if any of you are nervous about what you'll be walking into when you leave the campus, 
I know that feeling. I do remember my commencement. I've been asked by my classmates to 
speak. I stayed up all night with my friends, the third floor of Davis. Writing and editing the 
speech. By the time we gathered in the academic quad, I was exhausted. My hair was a wreck. 
The mortar board made it even worse. But I was pretty oblivious to all of that, because what 
my friend his asked me to do was to talk about our worries and about our ability and 
responsibility to do something about them. We didn't trust government, authority figures, or 
really anyone over 30. 
 
In large part, thanks to years of heavy casualties and statements about Vietnam and deep 
differences over civil rights and poverty here at home. We were asking urgent questions about 
whether women, people of color, religious minorities, immigrants would ever be treated with 
dignity and respect. And by the way, we were furious about the past presidential election of a 
man whose presidency would eventually end in disgrace with his impeachment for obstruction 
of justice. After firing the person running the investigation into him at the department of justice. 
 
But here's what I want you to know. We got through that tumultuous time and once again we 
began to thrive as our society changed laws and opened the circle of opportunity and rights 
wider and wider for more Americans. We revved up the engines of imagination. We turned back 
a tide of intolerance and embraced inclusion. The we who did those things were more than 
those in power who wanted to change course. It was millions of ordinary citizens, especially 
young people who voted, marched and organized. Now, of course today has some important 
differences. 
 
The advance of technology, the impact of the Internet, our fragmented media landscape, make 
it easier than ever to splinter ourselves into echo chambers. We can shut out contrary voices, 
avoid ever questioning our basic assumptions. Extreme views are given powerful microphones. 
Leaders willing to exploit fear and skepticism have tools at their disposal that were 
unimaginable when I graduated. 
 

https://www.wellesley.edu/news/2017/node/110121#okuaACmeBcIisIPm.97
https://www.wellesley.edu/news/2017/node/110121#okuaACmeBcIisIPm.97
https://www.wellesley.edu/news/2017/node/110121#okuaACmeBcIisIPm.97
http://www.ajc.com/news/national/hillary-clinton-wellesley-commencement-speech-2017-read-the-full-text/EsXcXDVzErjjWT9LeOGD0O/
http://www.ajc.com/news/national/hillary-clinton-wellesley-commencement-speech-2017-read-the-full-text/EsXcXDVzErjjWT9LeOGD0O/
https://www.wellesley.edu/live#5H5jzPuRYILYYLgz.97
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And here’s what that means to you, the class of 2017. You are graduating at a time when 
there is a full-fledged assault on truth and reason. Just log on to social media for ten 
seconds. It will hit you right in the face. People denying science, concocting 
elaborate, hurtful conspiracies theories about child abuse rings operating out of 
pizza parlors. Drumming up rampant fear about undocumented immigrants, 
Muslims, minorities, the poor. Turning neighbor against neighbor and sowing 
division at a time when we desperately need unity. Some are even denying things 
we see with our own eyes. Like the size of crowds. 
 
And then defending themselves by talking about “alternative facts.” But this is serious 
business. Look at the budget that was just proposed in Washington. It is an attack of 
unimaginable cruelty on the most vulnerable among us, the youngest, the oldest, the poorest, 
and hardworking people who need a little help to gain or hang on to a decent middle-class life. 
It grossly underfunds public education, mental health, and efforts even to combat the opioid 
epidemic. And in reversing our commitment to fight climate change, it puts the future of our 
nation and our world at risk. 
 
And to top it off, it is shrouded in a trillion-dollar mathematical lie. Let's call it what it is. It's a 
con. They don't even try to hide it. Why does all this matter? It matters because if our leaders 
lie about the problems we face, we'll never solve them. It matters because it undermines 
confidence in government as a whole which in turn breeds more cynicism and anger. But it 
also matters because our country, like this college, was founded on the principles of 
the enlightenment. In particular, the belief that people, you and I, possess the 
capacity for reason and critical thinking. And that free and open debate is the life 
blood of a democracy. 
 
Not only Wellesley, but the entire American university system, the envy of the 
world, was founded on those fundamental ideals. We should not abandon them. We 
should revere them. We should aspire to them every single day in everything we do. 
 
And there's something else. As the history majors among you here today know all 
too well, when people in power invent their own facts and attack those who 
question them, it can mark the beginning of the end of a free society. 
 
That is not hyperbole. It is what authoritarian regimes throughout history have 
done. They attempt to control reality. Not just our laws and our rights and our 
budgets, but our thoughts and beliefs. Right now some of you might wonder well, why am 
I telling you all this? You don't own a cable news network. You don't control the Facebook 
algorithm. You aren't a member of congress. Yet. 
 
Because I believe with all my heart that the future of America, indeed the future of the world, 
depends on brave, thoughtful people like you insisting on truth and integrity right now every 
day. You didn't create these circumstances but you have the power to change them. 
 
Vaclav Havel, the playwright, the first president of the Czech Republic, wrote an 
essay called "The Power of the Powerless." And in it he said, the moment someone 
breaks through in one place, when one person cries out, the emperor is naked. 
When a single person breaks the rules of the game thus exposing it as a game, 
everything suddenly appears in another light…. 
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:::::::  
:::::::  
 
Human Rights – Heritage Stewardship 
 
Legal victory for Kenya hunter-gatherers 
BBC  26 May 2017 
   Hunter-gatherers in Kenya have won an eight-year court battle against the government's plan 
to evict them from their ancestral land in the Mau Forest.  
   The Ogiek were entitled to live on their ancestral land and the government should not have 
tried to evict them, a pan-African court ruled. 
   Campaigners hailed the ruling as a huge victory for indigenous communities. 
   The government had argued that the hunter-gatherers needed to be evicted to protect the 
indigenous forest.  
   But the African Court of Human and People's Rights ruled that the government had violated a 
series of rights of the Ogiek people, including the right to property and the right to practise 
their culture in the forest in western Kenya. 
   Environmental degradation in the Mau Forest had been caused mainly by "ill-advised" logging 
concessions and settlement by non-Ogiek people, Justice Augustino Ramadhani said, according 
to Reuters news agency. 
   The ruling affects some 35,000 traditional hunters who live in the forest, some 200km (125 
miles) from the capital, Nairobi.  
   "They are one of the last remaining forest-dwelling communities and among the most 
marginalised indigenous peoples in Kenya," said Minority Rights Group International...  
 
African Court on Human and Peoples' Rights 
http://en.african-court.org/ 
:: African Court on 26 May, 2017, delivered a Judgment filed by the ACHPR v. Rep of Kenya 
Part one     Video: 30:17  
:: African Court on 26 May, 2017, delivered a Judgment filed by the ACHPR v. Rep of Kenya 
Part Two   Video: 0:47  
:: African Court on 26 May, 2017, delivered a Judgment filed by the ACHPR v. Rep of Kenya 
Part Three  Video: 1:08:09 
 
:::::::  
:::::::  
 
Development – Poverty Reduction 
 
China Launches New Poverty Reduction Case Database  
[World Bank Press Release] 
BEIJING, May 26, 2017 - The Chinese government today launched a database of poverty-
reduction cases, which aims to share innovative and successful approaches and solutions from 
China and other developing countries and contribute to the global fight to end poverty. 
 
The Global Poverty Reduction Online Knowledge Sharing Database works as a portal for South-
South knowledge sharing. It presents cases in a user-friendly way, while also allowing users to 
upload cases, thereby creating a truly global poverty reduction database. 
 
“There are still more than 700 million people living in poverty in the world today. Poverty 
reduction is a global strategy that calls for global action. Using ICT to enhance knowledge 

http://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-40060521
http://en.african-court.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y4VJ0Lz0i_U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y4VJ0Lz0i_U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=siWl0FxY084
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=siWl0FxY084
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uZ83tGpSNr0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uZ83tGpSNr0
http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2017/05/26/china-launches-new-poverty-reduction-case-database
http://case.iprcc.org.cn/
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sharing is an important initiative to help reduce poverty and boost South-South cooperation. We 
should make good use of this platform to collect new cases and good practices from across the 
world, and help developing countries find solutions to poverty,” said Guo Weimin, Vice Minister 
of the State Council Information Office. 
 
The database is part of the Global Poverty Reduction & Inclusive Growth Portal, an online 
platform for knowledge sharing initiated by the World Bank with support from the Asian 
Development Bank (ADB), the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), 
and the private sector partners. It is managed by the China Internet Information Center and the 
International Poverty Reduction Center in China. A partnership has been established with more 
than 40 global think tanks and research institutions to contribute to the case database. 
 
“China has achieved phenomenal success in reducing poverty, lifting hundreds of millions of 
people out of poverty between 1981 and 2015, the fastest rate of poverty reduction ever 
recorded in human history. China’s experience in poverty reduction can offer useful lessons to 
other developing countries,” said Bert Hofman, World Bank Country Director for China, Mongolia 
and Korea. 
 
The online case database was launched at the 2017 China Poverty Reduction International 
Forum held in Beijing today, which aims to share experience and discuss practical solutions to 
poverty. The event was jointly organized by the government, the World Bank, FAO and ADB. 
 
:::::::  
:::::::  
 
Global Governance - Health 
 
World Health Assembly elects Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus as new WHO 
Director-General 
News release  
23 May 2017 | GENEVA - Today the Member States of WHO elected Dr Tedros Adhanom 
Ghebreyesus as the new Director-General of WHO. 
 
Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus was nominated by the Government of Ethiopia, and will begin 
his five-year term on 1 July 2017. 
 
Prior to his election as WHO’s next Director-General, Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus served 
as Minister of Foreign Affairs, Ethiopia from 2012–2016 and as Minister of Health, Ethiopia from 
2005–2012. He has also served as chair of the Board of the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, 
Tuberculosis and Malaria; as chair of the Roll Back Malaria (RBM) Partnership Board; and as co-
chair of the Board of the Partnership for Maternal, Newborn and Child Health. 
 
As Minister of Health, Ethiopia, Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus led a comprehensive reform 
effort of the country's health system, including the expansion of the country’s health 
infrastructure, creating 3500 health centres and 16 000 health posts; expanded the health 
workforce by 38 000 health extension workers; and initiated financing mechanisms to expand 
health insurance coverage. As Minister of Foreign Affairs, he led the effort to negotiate the 
Addis Ababa Action Agenda, in which 193 countries committed to the financing necessary to 
achieve the Sustainable Development Goals. 
 

http://www.iprcc.org.cn/South
http://www.who.int/mediacentre/news/releases/2017/director-general-elect/en/
http://www.who.int/mediacentre/news/releases/2017/director-general-elect/en/
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As Chair of the Global Fund and of RBM, Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus secured record 
funding for the two organizations and created the Global Malaria Action Plan, which expanded 
RBM’s reach beyond Africa to Asia and Latin America. 
 
Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus will succeed Dr Margaret Chan, who has been WHO’s 
Director-General since 1 January 2007. 
 
:::::::  
:::::::  
 
Adoption of the first OIE global strategy on animal welfare  
World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE)    
VISION  
A WORLD WHERE THE WELFARE OF ANIMALS IS RESPECTED, PROMOTED AND ADVANCED, IN 
WAYS THAT COMPLEMENT THE PURSUIT OF ANIMAL HEALTH, HUMAN WELL-BEING, SOCIO-
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY.  
PDF: Consult the whole document 
 
The first OIE global strategy on animal welfare was adopted today by the 180 Member 
Countries of the Organisation. Built on experiences and outcomes of regional animal welfare 
strategies and platforms already implemented across the world, it aims to provide continuing 
direction and coordination of OIE’s actions to achieve sustained improvements in this field. 
 
Paris, 24 May 2017 – Today, OIE Members adopted the first global strategy on animal welfare. 
Primarily endorsed at the 4th OIE Global Conference on Animal welfare (Guadalajara, Mexico, 
December 2016), it aims to achieve “A world where the welfare of animals is respected, 
promoted and advanced, in ways that complement the pursuit of animal health, human well-
being, socio-economic development and environmental sustainability.” 
 
The strategy is based on the following four pillars: 
:: Development of international animal welfare standards  
   OIE animal welfare standards will continue to be developed with input from international 
experts, based on relevant scientific research and taking into account associated ethical 
considerations and practical experience. In particular, additional work is currently in progress on 
standards for pig production systems and the slaughter and killing of farmed reptiles for their 
skins and meat. 
 
:: Enhancement of capacity building and training of Veterinary Services - As key players in 
animal welfare issues, Veterinary Services (including public and private sector veterinarians) 
need to have the appropriate capacities.  
 
:: Communication with governments, national and international organisations, and the public to 
raise awareness on animal welfare - Ensuring the welfare of animals is a responsibility that 
must be shared among numerous stakeholders. Mutual recognition and constructive 
engagement among parties are necessary to achieve sustained improvements to animal 
welfare. Member Countries are therefore highly encouraged to support the development of 
national programmes for raising awareness of animal welfare and educating key players, 
particularly livestock owners, animal handlers, religious and community leaders and other key 
groups, such as school students. 
 

http://www.oie.int/en/for-the-media/press-releases/detail/article/adoption-of-the-first-oie-global-strategy-on-animal-welfare/
http://www.oie.int/fileadmin/home/eng/Media_Center/docs/pdf/85SG/AW/EN_OIE_AW_Strategy.pdf
http://www.oie.int/eng/animal-welfare-conf2016/introduction.html
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:: Progressive implementation of OIE standards on animal welfare and their corresponding 
policies - In this regard, Member Countries are urged to integrate OIE standards into their 
national legislations.  
 
Furthermore, this strategy recommends the establishment of a new forum which will provide a 
platform for dialogue between technical experts and interested stakeholders. This platform will 
provide an opportunity for their engagement in the OIE animal welfare work programme. 
 
::::::  
::::::  
 
Emergencies 
 
WHO Grade 3 Emergencies  [to 27 May 2017] 
Iraq   
:: Hundreds of volunteers vaccinate displaced children from Mosul and other underserved areas 
in Ninewa governorate  
   Baghdad, 23 May 2017 – More than 1900 health workers and volunteers on Sunday 21 May 
2017 began a mass polio vaccination campaign targeting approximately 332 000 children from 
conflict affected Mosul and other underserved areas in Ninewa governorate.  
 
South Sudan  - No new announcements identified 
Yemen - No new announcements identified 
Nigeria - No new announcements identified  
The Syrian Arab Republic  - No new announcements identified 
 
 
WHO Grade 2 Emergencies  [to 27 May 2017] 
Democratic Republic of the Congo  
:: Contingency fund aids rapid response to outbreak of suspected Ebola virus  
   25 May 2017 -- Responding quickly to an outbreak means moving people and supplies 
quickly, and that means moving funds quickly too. When WHO received an alert on 9 May of a 
cluster of unexplained deaths in a remote part of the Democratic Republic of the Congo, it was 
able to deploy a team to the affected area just a day later, thanks in part to the WHO 
Contingency Fund for Emergencies (CFE). The CFE was able to rapidly release the money 
needed for transport and other vital logistics to get the investigation team to where they were 
needed.  
 
Cameroon  - No new announcements identified. 
Central African Republic  - No new announcements identified. 
Ethiopia - No new announcements identified. 
Libya - No new announcements identified. 
Myanmar - No new announcements identified. 
Niger  - No new announcements identified. 
Ukraine  - No new announcements identified 
 
:::::: 
 
UN OCHA – L3 Emergencies 

http://www.who.int/hac/donorinfo/g3_contributions/en/
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/irq/en/index.html
http://www.emro.who.int/irq/iraq-news/hundreds-of-volunteers-vaccinate-displaced-children-from-mosul-and-other-underserved-areas-in-ninewa-governorate.html
http://www.emro.who.int/irq/iraq-news/hundreds-of-volunteers-vaccinate-displaced-children-from-mosul-and-other-underserved-areas-in-ninewa-governorate.html
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/ssd/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/yem/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/syr/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/hac/donorinfo/g3_contributions/en/
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/cod/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/about/who_reform/emergency-capacities/contingency-fund/rapid-response-suspected-ebola/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/cmr/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/caf/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/eth/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/lby/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/mmr/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/ner/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/entity/hac/crises/ukr/en/index.html
https://www.unocha.org/where-we-work/current-emergencies
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The UN and its humanitarian partners are currently responding to three 'L3' emergencies. This 
is the global humanitarian system's classification for the response to the most severe, large-
scale humanitarian crises.  
Iraq 
:: Iraq: Mosul Humanitarian Response Situation Report No. 34 (15 May to 21 May 2017) 
[EN/KU] 
:: Under-Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs and Emergency Relief Coordinator, Stephen 
O‘Brien, Statement on protection of civilians in Mosul’s Old City, Iraq [EN/AR/KU] 
Published on 26 May 2017  
I am deeply concerned for the safety of civilians behind ISIL lines in western Mosul. 
Although the UN is not present in the areas where fighting is occurring, we have received very 
disturbing reports of families being shut inside booby-trapped homes and of children being 
deliberately targeted by snipers. Families in the city still lack access to clean water and medicine 
and many have only limited access to food. 
 
When humanitarian agencies developed their contingency plan for Mosul last summer, we 
estimated that as many as one million civilians might flee the city and that 750,000 people 
would need assistance in a worst case scenario. Seven months into the fighting and almost 
760,000 people have already fled their homes. 
 
Yesterday, the Government asked civilians in districts surrounding and inside the Old City to 
leave and seek safety across government lines. We don’t know for sure how many civilians are 
still in ISIL-held districts, but as many as 200,000 additional people may try to leave in coming 
days. 
 
I remind all parties to the conflict of their obligation under international law to protect civilians 
against all forms of violence and to ensure people in need have access to the assistance they 
require. Those who choose to flee their homes to access assistance must be free to do so 
without hindrance. In the context of Mosul, where ISIL fighters are known to be using human 
shields in densely-populated neighbourhoods, parties to the conflict must take all feasible 
precautions to protect civilian lives. 
 
International law is unambiguous. The protection of civilian lives is a legal and moral duty that 
stands above all other objectives. 
New York, 26 May 2017 
 
Syrian Arab Republic  
:: 25 May 2017  Syria: WoS Nutrition Reach by sub-district / Jan - Apr 2017 
:: Syria Crisis: Ar-Raqqa Situation Report No. 5 (as of 15 May 2017) [EN/AR] 
 
Yemen  
:: 24 May 2017  Statement by the Humanitarian Coordinator in Yemen, Mr. Jamie McGoldrick, 
on the Urgent need for Funding to Halt the Spread of Cholera [EN/AR] 
Sana’a, 24 May 2017 
Cholera continues to spread at an unprecedented rate throughout Yemen affecting men, 
women, and children who have for more than two years withstood the consequences of a 
conflict that is collapsing institutions and social safety nets. With urgency I appeal to United 
Nations Members States for financial and political support to help avert what is sure to be an 
additional and devastating blow to Yemen. 
 

https://www.unocha.org/iraq
http://reliefweb.int/node/2041644
http://reliefweb.int/node/2041644
http://reliefweb.int/report/iraq/under-secretary-general-humanitarian-affairs-and-emergency-relief-coordinator-stephen-1
http://reliefweb.int/report/iraq/under-secretary-general-humanitarian-affairs-and-emergency-relief-coordinator-stephen-1
https://www.unocha.org/syria
http://reliefweb.int/node/2045969
http://reliefweb.int/node/2037414
https://www.unocha.org/yemen
http://reliefweb.int/node/2043519
http://reliefweb.int/node/2043519
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In the last three weeks, health authorities have reported over 35,500 suspected cholera cases, 
a third of whom are children, and 361 associated deaths in 19 of 22 governorates. 
 
Malnutrition and cholera are interconnected; weakened and hungry people are more likely to 
contract cholera and cholera is more likely to flourish in places where malnutrition exists. 
Seventeen million people in Yemen are food insecure, including 462,000 children in the grip of 
acute malnutrition. Seven million people in Yemen face the possibility of famine and now over 
one hundred thousand people are estimated to be at risk of contracting cholera. 
 
The speed at which cholera is spreading among the population exceeds the capacity of the 
health system to respond given its weakened state after more than two years of conflict, import 
restrictions and the lack of regular salary payments to health workers. Hundreds of thousands 
of people are at a greater risk of dying as they face the ‘triple threat’ of conflict, starvation and 
cholera. 
 
Building on their presence in all 22 governorates across the country, national and international 
humanitarians are valiantly doing everything they can to prevent and treat cholera. However, 
they are doing so while facing a worst-case scenario - the majority of health care centers are 
closed, those that are open have limited staff and supplies, water and sanitation services are 
unable to provide clean water to the population, and humanitarian funds available to cover the 
existing institutional gaps and thwart the spread of the disease are meager. 
 
Humanitarians are seeking US$55.4 million to prevent and treat cholera at the national, 
governorate and community level in the next six months. However, every day that funding is 
delayed the outbreak affects more people and more resources are needed to control it. 
 
Cholera is preventable and treatable and no life should be lost to this disease. Humanitarians 
are acting and responding and we now need UN Member States to please help us by providing 
new funds and by ensuring that all funds pledged during the High Level Pledging Event in 
Geneva are made effective without delay. 
 
:: Integrated Response Plan: Yemen Cholera Outbreak (23 May 2017) 
[22 pages. OCV mention: Case Management Conduct cholera risk assessment to identify 
hotspot areas for possible oral cholera vaccine. May 2017, WHO] 
 
 
UN OCHA – Corporate Emergencies 
When the USG/ERC declares a Corporate Emergency Response, all OCHA offices, branches and 
sections provide their full support to response activities both at HQ and in the field. 
Somalia 
:: Somalia: Drought Response - Situation Report No. 9 (as of 23 May 2017) 
 
Ethiopia 
:: Ethiopia Weekly Humanitarian Bulletin, 22 May 2017 
 
Nigeria  
:: New UN fund to tackle looming famine in Nigeria reaches $24 million  23 May 2017 
 
 

*                       *                       *                        * 
 

http://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/cholera_integrated_response_plan_23may2017.pdf
https://www.unocha.org/where-we-work/current-emergencies
https://www.unocha.org/somalia
http://reliefweb.int/node/2045804
https://www.unocha.org/ethiopia
http://reliefweb.int/node/2040684
https://www.unocha.org/nigeria
http://reliefweb.int/node/2042604
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:: Agency/Government/IGO Watch 
We will monitor a growing number of relevant agency, government and IGO organizations for 
key media releases, announcements, research, and initiatives. Generally, we will focus on 
regional or global level content recognizing limitation of space, meaning country-specific 
coverage is limited. Please suggest additional organizations to monitor. 
 
United Nations – Secretary General, Security Council, General Assembly  
[to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.un.org/en/unpress/ 
Selected Press Releases/Meetings Coverage  
26 May 2017  
SC/12844 
Special Coordinator Warns Security Council of ‘Explosive’ Environment Developing in Middle East 
While Welcoming United States President’s Personal Engagement 
   While welcoming the United States President’s personal engagement in Israel-Palestine issues 
today, the Special Coordinator for the Middle East Peace Process warned of an “explosive 
environment” developing on the ground, as the Security Council considered the situation in the 
region, including the Palestinian question. 
 
25 May 2017  
SG/SM/18537-SC/12842-HR/5362 
Secretary-General Says ‘No One Is Winning Today’s Wars, Everybody Is Losing’, as Security 
Council Debates Protection of Civilians in Armed Conflict 
 
25 May 2017  
SC/12841 
Life in War Zones Remains Grim, with Cities Turned into Death Traps, Civilian Suffering ‘Pushed 
to the Limits’, Secretary-General Tells Security Council 
   Despite 15 years of steadily growing international attention to the question of protecting 
civilians in conflict situations, life in war zones around the world remained grim, with suffering 
“pushed to the limits” as cities turned into “death traps”, the Security Council heard today as it 
held an open debate on attacks against medical personnel and facilities. 
 
23 May 2017  
SC/12834 
Force Commanders Outline Challenges Facing United Nations Peacekeeping Efforts in Briefing to 
Security Council 
   The commanders of four United Nations peacekeeping missions briefed the Security Council 
this afternoon, emphasizing the need to “go beyond the traditional peacekeeping box” and 
overcome bureaucratic hurdles, as the Organization’s signature function adapted to ever-
evolving challenges. 
 
23 May 2017  
SC/12832 
Evidence of ‘Sulfur Mustard’, Exposure to Sarin, Found in Samples from Alleged Syria Chemical 
Attacks, Disarmament Affairs Chief Tells Security Council 
   Initial findings from the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) fact-
finding mission in Syria had found evidence of sulfur mustard in samples taken from an alleged 
attack on 16 September 2016, while analysis of samples collected in relation to an alleged April 
incident in Khan Shaykhoun had revealed exposure to sarin or a sarin-like substance, the United 
Nations disarmament chief reported today. 

http://www.un.org/en/unpress/
https://www.un.org/press/en/2017/sc12844.doc.htm
https://www.un.org/press/en/2017/sc12844.doc.htm
https://www.un.org/press/en/2017/sgsm18537.doc.htm
https://www.un.org/press/en/2017/sgsm18537.doc.htm
https://www.un.org/press/en/2017/sc12841.doc.htm
https://www.un.org/press/en/2017/sc12841.doc.htm
https://www.un.org/press/en/2017/sc12834.doc.htm
https://www.un.org/press/en/2017/sc12834.doc.htm
https://www.un.org/press/en/2017/sc12832.doc.htm
https://www.un.org/press/en/2017/sc12832.doc.htm
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UN OHCHR Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights [to 27 May 
2017] 
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/media.aspx?IsMediaPage=true  
Selected Press Releases – “TOP NEWS” 
Press briefing note in Syria, Indonesia / LGBT and Gaza 
 
Airstrikes, ISIL causing civilian casualties in Syria — Zeid 
 
Zeid urges Israel to respect the human rights of detainees 
 
UN rights expert urges the international community to support Somalia on all fronts 
 
Stand up for human rights to – and through – health, experts urge Governments 
 
UN rights office launches global guidelines for investigating unlawful killings 
 
Technology for human rights: UN Human Rights Office announces landmark partnership with 
Microsoft  
 
UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights to review Australia, Uruguay, The 
Netherlands, Liechtenstein, Sri Lanka and Pakistan 
 
 
Committee on the Rights of the Child [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/CRC/Pages/CRCIndex.aspx 
23 May 2017 
Committee on the Rights of the Child reviews the report of Qatar 
 
 
Special Rapporteur on the sale of children, child prostitution and child pornography 
[to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/ChildrenIndex.aspx  
No new digest content identified. 

 
 
SRSG/CAAC Office of the Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Children and 
Armed Conflict [to 27 May 2017] 
https://childrenandarmedconflict.un.org/virtual-library/press-release-archive/ 
Website undergoing maintenance. 
 
 
Special Rapporteur on the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest 
attainable standard of physical and mental health  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Health/Pages/SRRightHealthIndex.aspx 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
SRSG/SVC Office of the Special Representative of the Secretary-General on Sexual Violence in 
Conflict [to 27 May 2017] 

http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/media.aspx?IsMediaPage=true
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=21664&LangID=E
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=21662&LangID=E
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=21659&LangID=E
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=21665&LangID=E
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=21645&LangID=E
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=21661&LangID=E
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=21620&LangID=E
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=21620&LangID=E
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=21654&LangID=E
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=21654&LangID=E
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/CRC/Pages/CRCIndex.aspx
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=21656&LangID=E
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/ChildrenIndex.aspx
https://childrenandarmedconflict.un.org/virtual-library/press-release-archive/
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Health/Pages/SRRightHealthIndex.aspx
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http://www.un.org/sexualviolenceinconflict/media/press-releases/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
UN OCHA [to 27 May 2017] 
https://www.unocha.org/media-centre/press-releases 
Selected Press Releases 
26 May 2017 
Under-Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs and Emergency Relief Coordinator, Stephen 
O‘Brien, Statement on protection of civilians in Mosul’s Old City, Iraq [EN/AR/KU] 
 
26 May 2017 
Statement by the humanitarian coordinator in Yemen Mr. Jamie McGoldrick on the recent 
escalation of violence in Taizz city 
 
25 May 2017 
Joint Statement of the Humanitarian Coordinator and the Minister of Social Affairs and National 
Reconciliation on the Humanitarian Situation in the Central African Republic 
 
25 May 2017 
Déclaration Conjointe du Ministre des Affaires Sociales et de la Réconciliation Nationale et du 
Coordonnateur Humanitaire sur la situation humanitaire en Centrafrique 
 
24 May 2017 
Statement by the Humanitarian Coordinator in Yemen, Mr. Jamie McGoldrick, on the Urgent 
need for Funding to Halt the Spread of Cholera [EN/AR] 
 
24 May 2017 
Mosul Humanitarian Crisis, 22 May 2017 
 
23 May 2017 
UN Humanitarian Coordinator urges access to humanitarian assistance for people affected by 
conflict in southern Libya 
 
23 May 2017 
New UN fund to tackle looming famine in Nigeria reaches $24 million 
 
22 May 2017 
Kenya: A humanitarian emergency May 2017 - Responding to the needs of those affected by 
the ongoing emergency in Kenya 
 
 
UNICEF  [to 27 May 2017] 
https://www.unicef.org/media/media_94367.html 
24 May 2017  
Nearly 400,000 children at risk of severe acute malnutrition in the Greater Kasai due to violence 
– UNICEF 
   KINSHASA/DAKAR/GENEVA/NEW YORK, 24 May 2017– The crisis in Greater Kasai in the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) has severely disrupted life-saving interventions for 
children in recent months, putting an estimated 400,000 children at risks of severe acute 
malnutrition, said UNICEF. 

http://www.un.org/sexualviolenceinconflict/media/press-releases/
https://www.unocha.org/media-centre/press-releases
https://reliefweb.int/node/2048254
https://reliefweb.int/node/2048254
https://reliefweb.int/node/2047344
https://reliefweb.int/node/2047344
https://reliefweb.int/node/2046329
https://reliefweb.int/node/2046329
https://reliefweb.int/node/2046069
https://reliefweb.int/node/2046069
https://reliefweb.int/node/2043519
https://reliefweb.int/node/2043519
https://reliefweb.int/node/2043414
https://reliefweb.int/node/2043074
https://reliefweb.int/node/2043074
https://reliefweb.int/node/2042604
https://reliefweb.int/node/2040254
https://reliefweb.int/node/2040254
https://www.unicef.org/media/media_94367.html
https://www.unicef.org/media/media_96034.html
https://www.unicef.org/media/media_96034.html
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From cholera in Yemen to attacks on hospitals in Syria, conflict threatens lives of over 24 million 
children in the Middle East and North Africa 
   AMMAN, 24 May 2017 – Violence and conflict in the Middle East and North Africa have put in 
jeopardy the health of 24 million children in Yemen, Syria, the Gaza Strip, Iraq, Libya and 
Sudan. Damage to health infrastructure is depriving children of essential health care. Water and 
sanitation services have been compromised, causing waterborne diseases to spread while 
preventative health care and nutritious food are insufficient to meet children’s needs. 
 
Statement by UNICEF Executive Director Anthony Lake on the life of Goodwill Ambassador Sir 
Roger Moore 
   NEW YORK, 23 May 2017 - "With the passing of Sir Roger Moore, the world has lost one of its 
great champions for children – and the entire UNICEF family has lost a great friend. In his most 
famous roles as an actor, Sir Roger was the epitome of cool sophistication; but in his work as a 
UNICEF Goodwill Ambassador, he was a passionate – and highly persuasive – advocate for 
children. He once said that it was up to all of us to give children a more peaceful future. 
Together with Lady Kristina, he worked very hard to do so.  
 
UNICEF Child Alert on Myanmar: Fruits of rapid development and reconciliation efforts yet to 
reach remote, conflict-affected regions 
   GENEVA/NEW YORK, 23 May 2017 – Unresolved conflict, poverty and under-development are 
preventing children in more remote parts of Myanmar from reaping the benefits of the reform 
and reconciliation efforts being undertaken by the Government, says the UN children’s agency, 
UNICEF. 
 
Without urgent investment in education, Iraq’s future generations risk being left behind 
   BAGHDAD 21 May, 2017 – The future of Iraq, its economic security and prosperity depends 
on increasing investment in education today. 
 
 
UNHCR Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/media-centre.html 
Briefing Notes 
UNHCR renews warning over Burundi situation as funding dries to a trickle 23 May 2017 
 
Press releases and news comments 
Searching for Syria? Google and UNHCR offer answers to five top questions 22 May 2017  
 
UN refugee chief Grandi in Libya: UNHCR ramping up its humanitarian response 21 May 2017 
 
 
IOM / International Organization for Migration [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.iom.int/press-room/press-releases 
2017-05-26 10:18 
Mediterranean Migrant Arrivals Reach 60,521 in 2017; Deaths: 1,530 
   Switzerland - IOM, the UN Migration Agency, reports that 60,521 migrants and refugees 
entered Europe by sea in 2017 through 24 May, with over 80 per cent arriving in Italy and the 
remainder divided between Greece, Cyprus and Spain 
 
Thousands Continue to Flee West Mosul: UN Migration Agency  
2017-05-26 10:04 

https://www.unicef.org/media/media_96033.html
https://www.unicef.org/media/media_96033.html
https://www.unicef.org/media/media_96032.html
https://www.unicef.org/media/media_96032.html
https://www.unicef.org/media/media_96021.html
https://www.unicef.org/media/media_96021.html
https://www.unicef.org/media/media_96017.html
http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/media-centre.html
http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/news/briefing/2017/5/5923f1004/unhcr-renews-warning-burundi-situation-funding-dries-trickle.html
http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/news/press/2017/5/5921922c4/searching-syria-google-unhcr-offer-answers-five-top-questions.html
http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/news/press/2017/5/592173744/un-refugee-chief-grandi-libya-unhcr-ramping-its-humanitarian-response.html
http://www.iom.int/press-room/press-releases
http://www.iom.int/news/mediterranean-migrant-arrivals-reach-60521-2017-deaths-1530
http://www.iom.int/news/thousands-continue-flee-west-mosul-un-migration-agency
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   Iraq - An average of 10,000 individuals are fleeing from West Mosul and arriving daily at the 
transit Zone in Hamam al-Alil, according to the military and camp management there. 
 
Colombo Process States Seek Better Protection for Asian Migrants Caught in Crises  
2017-05-26 10:01 
   Philippines - This week, (22-23/5), the UN Migration Agency, IOM and ten Colombo Process 
(CP) member States met in Manila, the Philippines, to discuss practical approaches to protecting 
their nationals abroad during crises. 
 
Free Movement of Persons and Migration Project in West Africa Builds Capacity in Migration 
Data Collection and Management  
2017-05-26 09:59 
   Nigeria - This week (22-24/05), the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS), 
with support from the UN Migration Agency (IOM) through the EU-funded Support to Free 
Movement of Persons and Migration in West Africa (FMM West Africa) project, organized a 
three-day... 
 
 
UNAIDS  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.unaids.org/ 
Selected Press Releases & Updates 
Update 
Global health partners reflect on priorities for the new WHO Director-General 
   The panellists shared recommendations for a stronger WHO, from pandemic preparedness to 
United Nations reform.  
 
Update  
#STOPHIVAIDS in the Russian Federation 
   The campaign is part of the Russian Government’s State Strategy and Implementation Plan 
on HIV until 2020 and beyond.   
 
 
WHO & Regional Offices [to 27 May 2017] 
Report: Ten years of transformation 
   26 May 2017 -- WHO has made extraordinary progress  in its bold reform agenda over the 

past decade. Innovative leadership, managerial structures and systems have resulted in 
increased effectiveness, efficiency, responsiveness, transparency and accountability. This report 
tells the story of WHO's transformation from 2007 through to the current day.  
 
Highlights  
Stand up for human rights to – and through – health, experts urge Governments 
   May 2017 – The world is at a watershed moment that could lead to greater dignity for 
everyone throughout their lives, but only if Governments invest in the relationship between 
human rights and health specifically for women, children and adolescents, a UN-backed group 
of politicians and health and human rights experts said.  
 
Double-duty actions for ending malnutrition within a decade 
   May 2017 – Malnutrition has many forms. Undernutrition can see children dangerously thin 
for their height (wasting), or their growth permanently impeded (stunting). Inadequate intake 
of key nutrients may weaken immune systems, impair brain development, and worsen the risk 
of conditions such as anaemia and blindness.  

http://www.iom.int/news/colombo-process-states-seek-better-protection-asian-migrants-caught-crises
http://www.iom.int/news/free-movement-persons-and-migration-project-west-africa-builds-capacity-migration-data
http://www.iom.int/news/free-movement-persons-and-migration-project-west-africa-builds-capacity-migration-data
http://www.unaids.org/
http://www.unaids.org/en/resources/presscentre/featurestories/2017/may/20170526_who_priorities
http://www.unaids.org/en/resources/presscentre/featurestories/2017/may/20170526_stopHIV
http://www.who.int/about/who_reform/ten-years-transformation/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/entity/life-course/news/launch-hhrwg-report/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/entity/mediacentre/commentaries/actions-ending-malnutrition/en/index.html
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WHO list of priority medical devices for cancer management 
   May 2017 – From kick buckets to MRI units, medical devices are an indispensable part of 
preventing, diagnosing and treating cancer, as well as for palliative care for cancer patients. 
WHO's new List of priority medical devices for cancer management describes hundreds of 
devices that are needed for six types of cancer: breast, cervical, colorectal, leukemia, lung and 
prostate.  
 
:::::: 
 
WHO Regional Offices 
Selected Press Releases, Announcements 
WHO African Region AFRO     
:: Unprecedented New Organizational Reforms for WHO in the African Region announced 
Three years after Ebola crisis, Dr Matsidisho Moeti’s Transformation Agenda yields numerous 
achievements by WHO in the Africa region; sets stage for new focus on adolescent health and 
establishment of emergency response hubs 
   Geneva, 22 May 2017 – The World Health Organization’s (WHO) Regional Director for Africa 
announced today four new flagship programs for the region over the next two years, including 
a major push on adolescent health and the creation of regional emergency hubs. She also 
announced that WHO country offices in the African region will be held accountable to a 
mandatory set of performance deliverables over the next two years as part of the next phase of 
an ambitious reform program begun in 2015 in the wake of the Ebola crisis in West Africa… 
 
WHO Region of the Americas PAHO 
:: Sudamérica adapta estrategia mundial para mejorar la salud de las mujeres, niños, niñas y 
adolescentes (05/25/2017) 
 
WHO South-East Asia Region SEARO 
[No new digest content identified] 
 
WHO European Region EURO 
:: Strengthening women’s leadership in public health in Ukraine 23-05-2017 
 
WHO Eastern Mediterranean Region EMRO 
:: Jumbo jet lands in war-torn Yemen carrying 67 tons of cholera response supplies  
   25 May 2017 – A World Health Organization-chartered aircraft carrying intravenous fluids and 
cholera kits has successfully landed at Sana’a airport in Yemen. At 67 tons, it constitutes the 
largest planeload of medical goods WHO has brought into the country since the escalation of 
the conflict in March 2015. The supplies, sufficient for the treatment of 10 000 patients, are a 
welcome boost to the country’s response to a cholera outbreak which has caused more than 
almost 70 000 suspected cases since it began in October 2016. The epidemic had shown signs 
of slowing but recently reignited, causing 42 207 suspected cases and 420 deaths between 27 
April 2017 and 24 May 2017. 
:: WHO mobilizes health response for Ar-Raqqa, Syria  23 May 2017  
 
WHO Western Pacific Region  
[No new digest content identified] 
 
 
World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE)   [to 27 May 2017] 

http://www.who.int/entity/medical_devices/publications/priority_med_dev_cancer_management/en/index.html
http://www.afro.who.int/
http://www.afro.who.int/en/media-centre/pressreleases/item/9651-unprecedented-new-organizational-reforms-for-who-in-the-african-region-announced.html
http://www.paho.org/hq/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=466&Itemid=40108&lang=en
http://www.paho.org/hq/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=13367&Itemid=1926&lang=en
http://www.paho.org/hq/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=13367&Itemid=1926&lang=en
http://www.searo.who.int/
http://www.euro.who.int/
http://www.euro.who.int/en/countries/ukraine/news/news/2017/05/women-leadership-in-public-health-in-ukraine2
http://www.emro.who.int/
http://www.emro.who.int/yem/yemen-news/jumbo-jet-lands-in-war-torn-yemen-carrying-67-tons-of-cholera-response-supplies.html
http://www.emro.who.int/syr/syria-news/who-mobilizes-health-response-for-ar-raqqa-syria.html
http://www.wpro.who.int/
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http://www.oie.int/en/for-the-media/press-releases/2017/ 
26/05/17 
Closure of the 85th General Session of the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE)  
 
25/05/17 
New official disease status recognised by the OIE  
Improving animal health data collection through the OIE’s renovated system WAHIS+  
 
24/05/17 
Adoption of the first OIE global strategy on animal welfare  
The OIE launches its rinderpest awareness campaign « Never turn back! » 
 
23/05/17 
PVS Pathway, 10 years together to improve Veterinary Services  
Public-Private Partnerships as a means to support the capacities of national Veterinary Services  
 
22/05/17 
Reducing the threat of antimicrobial resistance through a ‘One health’ approach  
Discover the World Organisation for Animal Health’s (OIE) 2016 Annual Report!  
 
 
UNFPA  United Nations Population Fund [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.unfpa.org/press/press-release 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
UNDP  United Nations Development Programme [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/presscenter.html 
Selected Press Releases/Announcements 
May 22, 2017 
Tegegnework Gettu: Keynote Speech at the Second ECOSOC Forum on Financing for 
Development  
Trusteeship Council - New York, USA 
 
May 22, 2017 
Unlock the potential of African entrepreneurs for accelerating Africa’s industrial transformation, 
says the African Economic Outlook 2017  
   The African Economic Outlook is produced annually by the African Development Bank (AfDB), 
the Development Centre of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD) and the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). 
 
 
UN Division for Sustainable Development [to 27 May 2017] 
http://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 

UN Sustainable Development Solutions Network (SDSN)  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://unsdsn.org/news/ 
May 23, 2017 
A Long-Term Transformation Pathways Initiative (LTTPI) for the G20 

http://www.oie.int/en/for-the-media/press-releases/2017/
http://www.oie.int/en/for-the-media/press-releases/detail/article/closure-of-the-85th-general-session-of-the-world-organisation-for-animal-health-oie/
http://www.oie.int/en/for-the-media/press-releases/detail/article/new-official-disease-status-recognised-by-the-oie/
http://www.oie.int/en/for-the-media/press-releases/detail/article/improving-animal-health-data-collection-through-the-oies-renovated-system-wahis/
http://www.oie.int/en/for-the-media/press-releases/detail/article/adoption-of-the-first-oie-global-strategy-on-animal-welfare/
http://www.oie.int/en/for-the-media/press-releases/detail/article/the-oie-launches-its-rinderpest-awareness-campaign-never-turn-back/
http://www.oie.int/en/for-the-media/press-releases/detail/article/pvs-pathway-10-years-together-to-improve-veterinary-services/
http://www.oie.int/en/for-the-media/press-releases/detail/article/public-private-partnerships-as-a-means-to-support-the-capacities-of-national-veterinary-services/
http://www.oie.int/en/for-the-media/press-releases/detail/article/reducing-the-threat-of-antimicrobial-resistance-through-a-one-health-approach/
http://www.oie.int/en/for-the-media/press-releases/detail/article/discover-the-world-organisation-for-animal-healths-oie-2016-annual-report/
http://www.unfpa.org/press/press-release
http://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/presscenter.html
http://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/presscenter/speeches/2017/05/22/tegegnework-gettu-keynote-speech-at-the-second-ecosoc-forum-on-financing-for-development.html
http://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/presscenter/speeches/2017/05/22/tegegnework-gettu-keynote-speech-at-the-second-ecosoc-forum-on-financing-for-development.html
http://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/presscenter/pressreleases/2017/05/22/unlock_the_potential_of_african_entrepreneurs_for_accelerating_africas_industrial_transformation_says_the_african_economic_outlook_2017.html
http://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/presscenter/pressreleases/2017/05/22/unlock_the_potential_of_african_entrepreneurs_for_accelerating_africas_industrial_transformation_says_the_african_economic_outlook_2017.html
http://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/
http://unsdsn.org/news/
http://unsdsn.org/news/2017/05/23/a-long-term-transformation-pathways-initiative-lttpi-for-the-g20/
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by Guido Schmidt-Traub  
   Challenge To achieve the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and implement the Paris 
Climate Agreement, G20 countries will need to undertake profound transformations of their 
energy systems, food production, industry, cities, and ocean management: The world will use 
more energy, but energy-related greenhouse gas emissions must fall to zero by 2070 at the […] 
 

 

UN Statistical Commission :: UN Statistics Division  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/default.htm 
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/statcom/commission.htm 
http://unstats.un.org/sdgs/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
UNEP United Nations Environment Programme  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.unep.org/ 
Press Release | May 23, 2017 
Formula E team up with UN Environment in race to improve inner-city air quality 
:: An estimated 6.5 million people die prematurely each year from air pollution-related diseases 
– with 80 per cent of urban residents worldwide breathing polluted air 
:: Transport contributes one-quarter of all energy-related greenhouse gas emissions today 
:: Partnership aims to support the transition to cleaner transport solutions and reduce carbon 
emissions from road vehicles 
 
 
UNISDR UN Office for Disaster Risk Reduction [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.unisdr.org/archive 
27 May 2017 
Global Platform stresses action on Sendai 
The Global Platform closed today in Cancun, Mexico, with the completion of a raft of 
recommendations for making progress on implementation of the Sendai Framework. 
 
26 May 2017 
Preserving heritage boosts disaster resilience 
   Cultural heritage and indigenous knowledge are key resources of community and national 
disaster resilience across the world. However, much of this heritage and knowledge is being lost 
to both sudden and slow-onset disasters, weakening the resilience capacity of future 
generations. 
 
26 May 2017 
The Cancun High-Level Communiqué 
    Leaders’ Forum for Disaster Risk Reduction - Cancun High-Level Communiqué 'Ensuring the 
resilience of infrastructure and housing.' 
 
 
UN DESA  United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs  [to 27 May 2017] 
https://www.un.org/development/desa/en/news.html 
25 May 2017, New York  
Countries agree on measures to accelerate resource mobilization to quicken implementation of 
the Addis Ababa Action Agenda and achieve the SDGs 

http://unstats.un.org/unsd/default.htm
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/statcom/commission.htm
http://unstats.un.org/sdgs/
http://www.unep.org/newscentre/?doctypeID=1
http://www.unep.org/newscentre/formula-e-team-un-environment-race-improve-inner-city-air-quality
http://www.unisdr.org/archive
http://www.unisdr.org/archive/53459
http://www.unisdr.org/archive/53456
http://www.unisdr.org/archive/53426
https://www.un.org/development/desa/en/news.html
https://www.un.org/development/desa/en/news/financing/forum-on-financing-for-development.html
https://www.un.org/development/desa/en/news/financing/forum-on-financing-for-development.html
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   Responding to a challenging global environment, marked by difficult macroeconomic 
conditions as well as humanitarian crises and conflicts, the 193 United Nations members states 
today agreed on a series of measures to ensure the full and timely implementation of the 2015 
Addis Ababa Action Agenda  to finance development and support the Sustainable Development 
Goals. 
   Countries reached agreement on the new measures at the second ECOSOC Forum on 
Financing for Development follow-up—which runs until 25 May at UN Headquarters—and is 
charged with monitoring and assessing implementation of the Addis Agenda. The agreement 
came after four weeks of negotiations led by Ambassador Marc Pecsteen de Buytswerve, 
Belgium, and Ambassador Jerry Matthews Matjila, South Africa… 
 
 
UNESCO  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://en.unesco.org/news 
26 May 2017  
UNESCO and Mexico’s INEE brings together specialists on educational assessment from 19 Latin 
American and Caribbean countries    
 
24 May 2017  
Madrid conference highlights the importance of protecting cultural diversity for peacebuilding in 
the Middle East 
   On 24 May, UNESCO Director-General, Irina Bokova, addressed the Conference: Victims of 
ethnic and religious violence in the Middle East, in Madrid, Spain. The event took place in the 
presence of the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Spain, Sr Alfonso Maria Dastis Quecedo, the 
Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, Mr Ayman H. Safadi and the 
Minister of Foreign Affairs of Iraq, Dr Ibrahim Al-Jaafari. 
 
24 May 2017  
2001 Convention on the Protection of the Underwater Cultural Heritage – Sixth Meeting of 
States Parties  
   The 2001 Convention on the Protection of the Underwater Cultural Heritage now has 56 
States Parties.  From 29 May through 1 June, a series of meetings and events will take place at 
UNESCO Headquarters, featuring the Sixth Meeting of States Parties on 30 and 31 May 2017, 
preceded by an Exchange Day on 29 May.   
   International and national experts from around the world will convene to discuss topics such 
as best practices for the protection of underwater cultural heritage (“UCH”), UCH in emergency 
situations, responsible public access to UCH, the 2001 Convention contributions to achieving the 
United Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, and the work of the Scientific and 
Technical  
 
22 May 2017  
Supporting refugee researchers fleeing from conflict and war 
   Science organisations, universities and policymakers should undertake broad efforts to 
identify research professionals among millions of war refugees and assure that they can get 
back to work in their new countries, says a bold set of recommendations issued in Trieste, Italy. 
The recommendations stem from a workshop co-organized by leading science organisations, 
including The World Academy of Sciences for the advancement of science in developing 
countries (TWAS) (link is external), a UNESCO programme. 
 
22 May 2017  

http://www.un.org/esa/ffd/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/AAAA_Outcome.pdf
http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
http://en.unesco.org/news
http://en.unesco.org/news/unesco-and-mexico-s-inee-brings-together-specialists-educational-assessment-19-latin-american
http://en.unesco.org/news/unesco-and-mexico-s-inee-brings-together-specialists-educational-assessment-19-latin-american
http://en.unesco.org/news/madrid-conference-highlights-importance-protecting-cultural-diversity-peacebuilding-middle-0
http://en.unesco.org/news/madrid-conference-highlights-importance-protecting-cultural-diversity-peacebuilding-middle-0
http://en.unesco.org/news/2001-convention-protection-underwater-cultural-heritage-sixth-meeting-states-parties-0
http://en.unesco.org/news/2001-convention-protection-underwater-cultural-heritage-sixth-meeting-states-parties-0
http://en.unesco.org/news/supporting-refugee-researchers-fleeing-conflict-and-war
https://twas.org/
https://twas.org/
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In Jordan, Director-General calls for increased partnerships for the protection of cultural 
heritage 
   “The destruction of heritage is a tactic of war. It is inseparable from the persecution of 
people, in a strategy of cultural cleansing,” declared the Director-General of UNESCO, Irina 
Bokova at the World Economic Forum (WEF) on the Middle East and North Africa, held at the 
Dead Sea in Jordan. She highlighted that defending cultural heritage is a security imperative, 
inseparable from that of defending human lives. 
 
 
UNODC United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/press/allpress.html?ref=fp 
26/05/2017 - Crime Commission closes with call to remain united against cybercrime and 
terrorism 
 
24/05/2017 - UNODC Chief: organized crime groups profit from asymmetric globalization 
 
22/05/2017 - Remarks of UNODC Executive Director at CCPCJ Special event: "Assisting and 
protecting human trafficking survivors in the context of armed conflict, refugees and mixed 
migration flows" 
 
22/05/2017 - Crime Commission’s relevance reinforced by broad spectrum of crime topics 
addressed, says UNODC Chief 
 
 
UN-HABITAT United Nations Human Settlements Programme  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://unhabitat.org/media-centre/news/ 
Posted May 24, 2017 
Government and Urban Stakeholders Aim to Build Climate Resiliency through Urban Plans and 
Designs 
   17 May 2017; Quezon City, Philippines – Responding to the compelling challenges of rapid 
urbanization and climate change, the project “Building Climate Resiliency through Urban Plans 
and Designs” was launched on 17 May 2017 led by the... 
 
Egypt to adopt the Citywide Urban Upgrading Approach 
   Cairo, 21 May 2017 – As Egypt continues to exert all efforts for enhancing living conditions of 
its inhabitants, and in line with the Egyptian development vision 2030 and its urban 
development targets, the Ministry of Housing... 
 
Collaboration between China and UN-Habitat-Under the One Belt One Road Initiative: Executive 
Director visits Beijing 
   Beijing– 23 May 2017. The Executive Director of UN-Habitat, Dr. Joan Clos, wrapped up a 2-
day official visit to China to attend One Belt One Road Forum (BRF) in Beijing, where Chinese 
President Xi Jinping invited the foreign... 
 
 
FAO Food & Agriculture Organization [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.fao.org/news/archive/news-by-date/2016/en/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
ILO International Labour Organization  [to 27 May 2017] 

http://en.unesco.org/news/jordan-director-general-calls-increased-partnerships-protection-cultural-heritage-0
http://en.unesco.org/news/jordan-director-general-calls-increased-partnerships-protection-cultural-heritage-0
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/press/allpress.html?ref=fp
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/press/releases/2017/May/crime-commission-closes-with-call-to-remain-united-against-cybercrime-and-terrorism.html
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/press/releases/2017/May/crime-commission-closes-with-call-to-remain-united-against-cybercrime-and-terrorism.html
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/press/releases/2017/May/unodc-chief_-organized-crime-groups-profit-from-asymmetric-globalization.html
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/press/releases/2017/May/remarks-of-unodc-executive-director-at-ccpcj-special-event_-assisting-and-protecting-human-trafficking-survivors-in-the-context-of-armed-conflict--refugees-and-mixed-migration-flows.html
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/press/releases/2017/May/remarks-of-unodc-executive-director-at-ccpcj-special-event_-assisting-and-protecting-human-trafficking-survivors-in-the-context-of-armed-conflict--refugees-and-mixed-migration-flows.html
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/press/releases/2017/May/remarks-of-unodc-executive-director-at-ccpcj-special-event_-assisting-and-protecting-human-trafficking-survivors-in-the-context-of-armed-conflict--refugees-and-mixed-migration-flows.html
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/press/releases/2017/May/crime-commissions-relevance-reinforced-by-broad-spectrum-of-crime-topics-addressed--says-unodc-chief.html
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/press/releases/2017/May/crime-commissions-relevance-reinforced-by-broad-spectrum-of-crime-topics-addressed--says-unodc-chief.html
http://unhabitat.org/media-centre/news/
https://unhabitat.org/government-and-urban-stakeholders-aim-to-build-climate-resiliency-through-urban-plans-and-designs/
https://unhabitat.org/government-and-urban-stakeholders-aim-to-build-climate-resiliency-through-urban-plans-and-designs/
https://unhabitat.org/egypt-to-adopt-the-citywide-urban-upgrading-approach/
https://unhabitat.org/collaboration-between-china-and-un-habitat-under-the-one-belt-one-road-initiative-executive-director-visits-beijing/
https://unhabitat.org/collaboration-between-china-and-un-habitat-under-the-one-belt-one-road-initiative-executive-director-visits-beijing/
http://www.fao.org/news/archive/news-by-date/2016/en/
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http://www.ilo.org/global/about-the-ilo/newsroom/news/lang--en/index.htm 
Skills 
ILO to hold an Inter-regional Technical Forum on Skills for Trade, Employability and Inclusive 
Growth    
25 May 2017  
   The Forum will be hosted by the International Labour Organization in partnership with the 
Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (SIDA) and the Korea International 
Cooperation Agency (KOICA). 
 
Blog 
More than 26 million unemployed in Latin America: The need for new engines of growth   
24 May 2017  
   Forecasts confirm that the labour situation in Latin America and the Caribbean is becoming 
more worrisome. 
 
Youth employment 
ILO, LUKOIL extend partnership on youth employment   
23 May 2017  
   “We have the unique opportunity to partner in order to scale-up action on youth employment 
and tackle this crisis head on,” said ILO Director-General Guy Ryder. 
 
 
Latin America and the Caribbean 
More women business leaders but still room for progress at the top   
23 May 2017  
   The region is on the way to become a global leader in gender diversity and management, 
according to a new ILO report. 
 
 
ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.icao.int/Newsroom/Pages/default.aspx 
24/5/17 
ICAO Council President highlights aviation’s importance to landlocked States, during high-level 
meetings in Kyrgyz Republic 
 
 
IMO International Maritime Organization  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/PressBriefings/Pages/Home.aspx 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
WMO World Meteorological Organization  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://public.wmo.int/en/search?sort_by=changed&f[0]=type%3Anews 
Publish Date: 24 May 2017  
Global forum on disaster risk reduction takes place in Mexico  
Press Release  
   The top global forum on preventing and mitigating disaster impacts opened its biennial 
session on 23 May in the Mexican resort of Cancun with calls for more unified and concerted 
action against interlocking natural hazards that disrupt the lives of millions of people every year. 
 
IMO Prize  

http://www.ilo.org/global/about-the-ilo/newsroom/news/lang--en/index.htm
http://www.ilo.org/skills/events/WCMS_554962/lang--en/index.htm
http://www.ilo.org/skills/events/WCMS_554962/lang--en/index.htm
https://iloblog.org/2017/05/24/more-than-26-million-unemployed-in-latin-america-the-need-for-new-engines-of-growth/
http://www.ilo.org/moscow/news/WCMS_554802/lang--en/index.htm
http://www.ilo.org/global/about-the-ilo/newsroom/news/WCMS_554702/lang--en/index.htm
http://www.icao.int/Newsroom/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.icao.int/Newsroom/Pages/icao_counci_president_highlights_aviations_importance_landlocked_states_during_high_level_meetings_kyrgyz_republic.aspx
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http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/PressBriefings/Pages/Home.aspx
http://public.wmo.int/en/search?sort_by=changed&f%5b0%5d=type%3Anews
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https://public.wmo.int/en/media/news/imo-prize
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News  
Publish Date: 22 May 2017  
   The World Meteorological Organization honoured Gordon McBean of Western University 
Ontario, Canada, and President, International Council for Science, with the sixty-second IMO 
Prize on 16 May 2017 for his outstanding work in meteorology and climatology and his 
leadership as a scientific researcher… 
 
 
UNIDO United Nations Industrial Development Organization  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.unido.org/news-centre/news.html 
Friday, 26 May 2017 
UNIDO conference in Peru focuses on sustainable industrial parks  
   LIMA, 25 May 2017 - The United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO), 
together with the University Pacífico, the Ministry of Production (PRODUCE) and non-
governmental organization Grupo GEA, hosted an... 
 
UNIDO and Japan support two projects for economic recovery and social stabilization in Iraq 
   VIENNA, 17 May 2017 - The United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) 
and the Government of Japan have agreed to launch two projects in Iraq to lift the burden on 
the local communities affected by the influx of 
 
UNIDO event supports e-commerce business-to-business cooperation in BRICS 
   MOSCOW, 22 May 2017 – The United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) 
and its partners today held a BRICS business-to-business (B2B) workshop to foster the 
development of e-commerce in Brazil, the Russian...  
 
 
International Organization for Standardization (ISO)  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.iso.org/iso/home/news_index.htm 
24 May 2017  
Blockchain technology set to grow further with international standards in pipeline  
Blockchain technology holds immense promise to revolutionize financial transactions – and with 
it, improve a whole host of things from financial inclusion to efficiencies in government, health 
and all areas of business. A new ISO technical committee promises to take it to the next level, 
having now defined areas for future standardization work. 
   The inaugural meeting of ISO TC 307 Blockchain and electronic distributed ledger 
technologies recently held in Sydney, Australia, brought together international experts from 
over 30 countries to set the future course of standardization in this area, forming five key study 
groups for standard development:  reference architecture, taxonomy and ontology, use cases, 
security and privacy, identity and smart contracts… 
 
 
UNWTO World Tourism Organization  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://media.unwto.org/news 
22 May 2017 
On the International Day for Biological Diversity UNWTO announces a training on tourism and 
biodiversity in West and Central Africa 
   The Convention on Biological Diversity of the United Nations has chosen ‘Biodiversity and 
Sustainable Tourism’ as the theme for the International Day for Biological Diversity, celebrated 
today 22 May 2017. On this occasion, UNWTO is launching a capacity building programme on 
sustainable tourism and biodiversity protection, to be implemented in West and Central Africa.  

http://www.unido.org/news-centre/news.html
http://www.unido.org/news/press/unido-conference-in.html
http://www.unido.org/news/press/unido-and-japan-supp-1.html
http://www.unido.org/news/press/unido-event-supports.html
http://www.iso.org/iso/home/news_index.htm
https://www.iso.org/news/ref2188.htm
http://media.unwto.org/news
http://media.unwto.org/press-release/2017-05-22/international-day-biological-diversity-unwto-announces-training-tourism-and
http://media.unwto.org/press-release/2017-05-22/international-day-biological-diversity-unwto-announces-training-tourism-and
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WIPO  World Intellectual Property Organization [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.wipo.int/pressroom/en/ 
May 23, 2017 PR/2017/807 
WIPO Re:Search: New Plan for Fight Against Neglected Tropical Diseases, Malaria and TB 
   WIPO Re:Search has launched a new five-year roadmap to guide its activities in the fight 
against neglected tropical diseases, malaria and tuberculosis. 
 
 
CBD  Convention on Biological Diversity [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.cbd.int/press-releases/  
22 May 2017  
Japan ratifies the Nagoya Protocol on Access to Genetic Resources and the Fair and Equitable 
Sharing of Benefits Arising from their Utilization to the Convention on Biological Diversity 
   – On the occasion of the International Day for Biological Diversity, Japan became the latest 
country to ratify the Nagoya Protocol on Access to Genetic Resources and the Fair and Equitable 
Sharing of Benefits Arising from their Utilization, bringing the total number of ratifications to 99. 
 
:::::: 
 
USAID [to 27 May 2017] 
https://www.usaid.gov/news-information 
Latest Press Release 
Wednesday, May 24, 2017 
Statement from Acting USAID Administrator Wade Warren on the Election of New WHO 
Director-General, Dr. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus 
 
 
DFID  [to 27 May 2017] 
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-international-development 
Selected Press Releases 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
ECHO  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://ec.europa.eu/echo/en/news 
24/05/2017 
Statement by Commissioner Stylianides on the unprecedented cholera outbreak in Yemen 
   In light of an intensifying cholera outbreak, Commissioner Stylianides expresses EU support 
for the people of Yemen. "As Yemen is facing a fast spreading cholera outbreak of 
unprecedented scale the EU is increasing its response with further funding...  
 
24/05/2017 
New EU aid for natural disasters in Latin America and the Caribbean 
   Today the European Commission announced new funding of €14.3 million to support 
countries affected by natural disasters and invest in disaster risk reduction and resilience in 
Latin America and the Caribbean.The announcement coincides with...  
 
22/05/2017 
European Commission transports aid workers and medical supplies to Ebola outbreak in DRC 

http://www.wipo.int/pressroom/en/
http://www.wipo.int/pressroom/en/articles/2017/article_0005.html
http://www.cbd.int/press-releases/
https://www.cbd.int/doc/press/2017/pr-2017-05-22-abs-japan-en.pdf
https://www.cbd.int/doc/press/2017/pr-2017-05-22-abs-japan-en.pdf
https://www.usaid.gov/news-information
https://www.usaid.gov/news-information/press-releases/may-24-2017-statement-acting-usaid-administrator-wade-warren-election-new-who
https://www.usaid.gov/news-information/press-releases/may-24-2017-statement-acting-usaid-administrator-wade-warren-election-new-who
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-international-development
http://ec.europa.eu/echo/en/news
http://ec.europa.eu/echo/news/statement-commissioner-stylianides-unprecedented-cholera-outbreak-yemen_en
http://ec.europa.eu/echo/news/new-eu-aid-natural-disasters-latin-america-and-caribbean_en
http://ec.europa.eu/echo/news/european-commission-transports-aid-workers-and-medical-supplies-ebola-outbreak-drc_en
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   As a first measure of support, the European Commission is transporting aid workers and 
critical medical material to the affected area the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) which is 
facing an outbreak of Ebola. A plane of the Commission's...  
 
:::::: 
 
African Union [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.au.int/ 
[We generally limit coverage to regional and global level initiatives, recognizing that a number 
of country-level announcements are added each week] 
May 23, 2017 
AU congratulates Dr Tedros Adhanom on historic win as first WHO Director-General from Africa  
 
 
ASEAN Association of Southeast Asian Nations  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.asean.org/news 
[We generally limit coverage to regional and global level initiatives, recognizing that a number 
of country-level announcements are added each week] 
ASEAN to contribute to global 2030 agenda 
   DILI, 23 May 2017 - A Global Conference on the 2030 Agenda: A Roadmap for SDGs in 
Fragile and Conflict-Affected States was convened on 22-23 May in Dili, Timor Leste. 
 
 
European Commission [to 27 May 2017] 
http://europa.eu/rapid/search-result.htm?query=18&locale=en&page=1 
[We generally limit coverage to regional and global level initiatives]  
EU announces new aid for natural disasters for Latin America and the Caribbean at UN 
Conference  
   European Commission - Press release Brussels, 24 May 2017 The European Commission has 
today announced new funding of €14.3 million to support countries affected by natural disasters 
and invest in disaster risk reduction and resilience in Latin America and the Caribbean in 2017.  
 
Statement by Commissioner for Humanitarian Aid and Crisis Management Christos Stylianides 
on the cholera outbreak in Yemen  
   Statement Brussels, 24 May 2017 As Yemen is facing a fast spreading Cholera outbreak of 
unprecedented scale the EU is increasing its response with further funding to help those in 
need. This is the second outbreak in less than a year to hit the war-ravaged...  
 
European Dialogue on Skills and Migration: Employers and Commission together for the 
integration of migrants    
   Press release European Brussels, 23 May 2017 . Today, Commissioner for Migration, Home 
Affairs and Citizenship Dimitris Avramopoulos and Commissioner for Employment, Social Affairs, 
Skills and Labour Mobility, Marianne Thyssen are hosting the second meeting of the European 
Dialogue on Skills and Migration, at the European Business Summit.  
 
 
OECD  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.oecd.org/newsroom/publicationsdocuments/bydate/ 
[We generally limit coverage to regional and global level initiatives, recognizing that a number 
of country-level announcements are added each week] 
24-May-2017 

http://www.au.int/
https://www.au.int/web/en/pressreleases/20170523/au-congratulates-dr-tedros-adhanom-historic-win-first-who-director-general
http://www.asean.org/news
http://asean.org/asean-to-contribute-to-global-2030-agenda/
http://europa.eu/rapid/search-result.htm?query=18&locale=en&page=1
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-17-1423_en.htm
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-17-1423_en.htm
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_STATEMENT-17-1449_en.htm
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_STATEMENT-17-1449_en.htm
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-17-1386_en.htm
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-17-1386_en.htm
http://www.oecd.org/newsroom/publicationsdocuments/bydate/
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Many teenagers struggle to understand money matters  
    Around one in four students in the 15 countries and economies* that took part in the latest 
OECD Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) test of financial literacy are 
unable to make even simple decisions on everyday spending, while only one in ten can 
understand complex issues, such as income tax.  
 
22-May-2017 
Unlock the potential of African entrepreneurs for accelerating Africa’s industrial transformation, 
says the African Economic Outlook 2017  
   Ahmedabad, India, May 22, 2017 – African governments need to integrate entrepreneurship 
more fully into their industrialisation strategies, according to the African Economic Outlook 
(AEO) 2017 released today at the African Development Bank Group’s 52nd Annual Meetings  
 
 
Organization of American States (OAS)   [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.oas.org/en/media_center/press_releases.asp 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.oic-oci.org/home/?lan=en 
22/05/2017 
OIC Calls on the International Community to Intensify Efforts to Contain Cholera in Yemen 
   The General Secretariat of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation calls 
upon the international community, the international organizations and the civil society 
organizations to intensify their efforts in supporting the Republic of Yemen to contain the 
cholera epidemic, stop its spread and address the humanitarian and health situation, which has 
significantly deteriorated. 
 
OIC Secretary General Welcomes Outcome of US-Arab-Islamic Summit in Riyadh and 
Custodian’s Initiative to Set up an International Centre for Combating Extremism 
   The Secretary General of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) offered his 
congratulations to the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques, King Salman Bin Abdulaziz and to 
the Crown Prince and the Deputy Crown Prince on the success of the US-Arab-Islamic Summit 
held in Riyadh, capital of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, at an invitation from the Custodian of 
the Two Holy Mosques, and with the attendance of the leaders of 55 OIC Member States. 
21/05/2017 
 
Inauguration of “Moderation” Centre Heralds an Advanced Stage in Combating Extremism and 
Boosting Tolerance 
   The Secretary General of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC), Dr. Yousef A. 
Othaimeen, hailed the inauguration by the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques together with 
the US President, Mr. Donald Trump, of the Riyadh-based international “Moderation” centre for 
combating extremist ideology, as heralding the beginning of an advanced and attuned stage in 
combating extremism intellectually, mediatically and digitally, and in enhancing coexistence and 
tolerance among nations. The Secretary General went on to say that the Centre’s establishment 
provides further evidence to the genuine and keen interest of the Custodian of Two Holy 
Mosques, King Salman Bin Abdulaziz, and the Crown Prince and Deputy Crown Prince in 
consecrating peace and cultivating moderation and mutuality among peoples, as well as 
shunning extremism and combating terrorism, all of which is reflective of a clear vision and wise 
leadership in serving the interests of the Islamic Ummah. 

http://www.oecd.org/newsroom/many-teenagers-struggle-to-understand-money-matters.htm
http://www.oecd.org/newsroom/african-economic-outlook-2017-unlock-potential-african-entrepreneurs-for-accelerating-africas-industrial-transformation.htm
http://www.oecd.org/newsroom/african-economic-outlook-2017-unlock-potential-african-entrepreneurs-for-accelerating-africas-industrial-transformation.htm
http://www.oas.org/en/media_center/press_releases.asp
http://www.oic-oci.org/home/?lan=en
http://www.oic-oci.org/topic/?t_id=13600&ref=5924&lan=en
http://www.oic-oci.org/topic/?t_id=13610&ref=5923&lan=en
http://www.oic-oci.org/topic/?t_id=13610&ref=5923&lan=en
http://www.oic-oci.org/topic/?t_id=13621&ref=5927&lan=en
http://www.oic-oci.org/topic/?t_id=13621&ref=5927&lan=en
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23/05/2017 
 
OIC Coordination Meeting on Health Issues Convenes during the 70th World Health Assembly 
    The OIC General Secretariat in coordination with Turkey, Chair of the 5th Session of the 
Islamic Conference of Health Ministers (ICHM) organised a Coordination Meeting on the margins 
of the World Health Assembly (WHA) in Geneva on 22 May 2017. The Meeting was attended by 
Senior Officials of the Member States who are attending the week-long 70th WHA. The Meeting 
provided a perfect opportunity to the Member States to assess the global heath agenda from 
the OIC perspective and to form harmonised positions on a number of issues of common 
interest. 
23/05/2017 
 
 
Group of 77  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.g77.org/ 
Remarks on behalf of the Group of 77 and China by Mr. Esteban Cadena Duarte, First Secretary 
of the Permanent Mission of Ecuador to the United Nations, at the briefing on the status of 
preparations for the High-level Political Forum on Sustainable Development, convened under 
the auspices of the Economic and Social Council, and the High-level Segment of the Council at 
its 2017 session (New York, 26 May 2017) (New York, 170526) 
 
Statement on behalf of the Group of 77 and China by Ms. Lourdes Pereira Sotomayor, First 
Secretary, Permanent Mission of the Republic of Ecuador to the United Nations, on draft 
resolution A/C.5/71/L.31 entitled "Financing of the United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon", at 
the second resumed part of the seventy-first session of the Fifth Committee of the General 
Assembly (New York, 25 May 2017) 
 
Statement on behalf of the Group of 77 and China on agenda item 134: Biennium 2016-2017: 
Programme Budget Implications (PBIs): Strengthening the capability of the United Nations 
system to assist Member States in implementing the United Nations Global Counter-terrorism 
Strategy, at the second resumed part of the seventy-first session of the Fifth Committee of the 
United Nations General Assembly (New York, 25 May 2017) 
 
:::::: 
 
UNCTAD  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://unctad.org/en/Pages/AllPressRelease.aspx 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
WTO - World Trade Organisation [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.wto.org/english/news_e/news_e.htm 
[We generally limit coverage to regional and global level initiatives, recognizing that a number 
of country-level announcements are added each week]  
23 May 2017 
Australia first to eliminate farm export subsidies from its WTO schedule of commitments 
  Australia has become the first WTO member with export subsidies entitlements to eliminate 
them from its WTO schedule of commitments, in line with the landmark 2015 commitment by 
WTO members to eliminate farm export subsidies.  
 
22 May 2017 

http://www.oic-oci.org/topic/?t_id=13606&ref=5925&lan=en
http://www.g77.org/
http://www.g77.org/statement/getstatement.php?id=170526
http://www.g77.org/statement/getstatement.php?id=170526
http://www.g77.org/statement/getstatement.php?id=170526
http://www.g77.org/statement/getstatement.php?id=170526
http://www.g77.org/statement/getstatement.php?id=170526
http://www.g77.org/statement/getstatement.php?id=170525b
http://www.g77.org/statement/getstatement.php?id=170525b
http://www.g77.org/statement/getstatement.php?id=170525b
http://www.g77.org/statement/getstatement.php?id=170525b
http://www.g77.org/statement/getstatement.php?id=170525b
http://www.g77.org/statement/getstatement.php?id=170525
http://www.g77.org/statement/getstatement.php?id=170525
http://www.g77.org/statement/getstatement.php?id=170525
http://www.g77.org/statement/getstatement.php?id=170525
http://www.g77.org/statement/getstatement.php?id=170525
http://unctad.org/en/Pages/AllPressRelease.aspx
http://www.wto.org/english/news_e/news_e.htm
https://www.wto.org/english/news_e/news17_e/agri_23may17_e.htm
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DG Azevêdo welcomes Japan’s leadership to strengthen global trade 
   Director-General Roberto Azevêdo praised Japan’s leadership in the multilateral trading 
system during his visit to Tokyo on 22 May, where he discussed the WTO’s future work with 
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe, high-level government officials and private sector representatives.  
 
22 May 2017 
Joint Statement between Japan and the World Trade Organization 
   Three Cornerstones for the Promotion of Free Trade  
 
:::::: 
 
IPU  Inter-Parliamentary Union   [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.ipu.org/english/news.htm 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
International Court of Justice  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.icj-cij.org/presscom/index.php?p1=6&p2=1 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
International Criminal Court (ICC)  [to 27 May 2017] 
Trying individuals for genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity 
https://www.icc-cpi.int/ 
26 May 2017 
The Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court, Fatou Bensouda, visits Ghana: “we must 
continue to work together to combat impunity” 
 
24 May 2017 
Dakar conference on capacity-building with regard to African judicial systems and cooperation 
with the ICC 
   As part of his objective to strengthen the relationship between Africa and the International 
Criminal Court ("ICC" or "the Court"), H.E. Mr. Sidiki Kaba, President of the Assembly of States 
Parties, organized a high-level conference on "Capacity-building with regard to African judicial 
systems through effective and dynamic complementarity and cooperation with the International 
Criminal Court" on 23 May 2017 in Dakar, Senegal. The event was organized with the financial 
sponsorship of the government of Switzerland… 
 
23 May 2017 
Statement of the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court, Mrs Fatou Bensouda, regarding 
increased violence in CAR: “crimes must stop!” 
 
:::::: 
 
World Bank [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/all 
[We generally limit coverage to regional and global level initiatives, recognizing that a number 
of country-level announcements are added each week] 
China Launches New Poverty Reduction Case Database  

https://www.wto.org/english/news_e/news17_e/dgra_21may17_e.htm
https://www.wto.org/english/news_e/news17_e/pres_22may17_e.htm
http://www.ipu.org/english/news.htm
http://www.icj-cij.org/presscom/index.php?p1=6&p2=1
https://www.icc-cpi.int/
https://www.icc-cpi.int/Pages/item.aspx?name=pr1309
https://www.icc-cpi.int/Pages/item.aspx?name=pr1309
https://www.icc-cpi.int/Pages/item.aspx?name=PR1308
https://www.icc-cpi.int/Pages/item.aspx?name=PR1308
https://www.icc-cpi.int/Pages/item.aspx?name=170523-otp-stat
https://www.icc-cpi.int/Pages/item.aspx?name=170523-otp-stat
http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/all
http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2017/05/26/china-launches-new-poverty-reduction-case-database
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  BEIJING, May 26, 2017 - The Chinese government today launched a database of poverty-
reduction cases, which aims to share innovative and successful approaches and solutions from 
China and other developing...  
Date: May 26, 2017 Type: Press Release 
 
After Ebola and Zika, Most Countries Still Not Prepared for a Pandemic  
New report outlines how to break the cycle of ‘panic and neglect’ and finance country-level 
pandemic preparedness  
Date: May 25, 2017 Type: Press Release 
 
World Bank Supports Human Capital and Agribusiness in the Eastern Caribbean  
  World Bank approved today a total of US$19 million for two OECS projects  WASHINGTON, 
May 25, 2017 – The World Bank's Board of Executive Directors approved today two important 
projects totaling...  
Date: May 25, 2017 Type: Press Release 
 
International Experts Discuss Efforts to Reduce Fraud and Corruption in Public Procurement  
   Kyiv, May 23, 2017 – Public procurement and anti-corruption specialists from across Europe 
and Central Asia, and Canada, as well as representatives from international organizations, 
gathered today in Kyiv...  
Date: May 23, 2017 Type: Press Release 
 
Number of Carbon Pricing Initiatives Nearly Doubled over Past Five Years, says New Report  
More Countries Expand Carbon Pricing Efforts  
   BARCELONA, May 23, 2017 – The number of carbon pricing initiatives implemented or 
scheduled has almost doubled over the past five years, according to Carbon...  
Date: May 23, 2017 Type: Press Release 
 
 
IMF  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.imf.org/en/News/Search?DateFrom=2017-01-01&DateTo=2017-12-31 
[We generally limit coverage to regional and global level initiatives, recognizing that a number 
of country-level announcements are added each week] 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
African Development Bank Group  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.afdb.org/en/news-and-events/press-releases/ 
[We generally limit coverage to regional or Africa-wide initiatives, recognizing that a number of 
country-level announcements are added each week] 
25/05/2017  
AfDB concludes 2017 Annual Meetings in Ahmedabad on high note of optimism 
   The African Development Bank Group concluded its 2017 Annual Meetings on Thursday in 
Ahmedabad, India, on a high note of optimism generated by the Bank’s good balance sheet and 
the early successes of its High 5 priorities, especially in agriculture and energy. 
 
“There’s gold in the dirt” – AfDB Annual Meetings end with call to see the potential of African 
agriculture 
   25/05/2017 - “With 65% of the world’s uncultivated land, Africa will determine the future of 
food for the world. There is gold in the dirt, if only we will see it”, said African Development 

http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2017/05/25/after-ebola-zika-most-countries-still-not-prepared-for-a-pandemic
http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2017/05/25/world-bank-supports-human-capital-and-agribusiness-in-the-eastern-caribbean
http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2017/05/22/international-experts-discuss-efforts-to-reduce-fraud-and-corruption-in-public-procurement
http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2017/05/23/number-of-carbon-pricing-initiatives-nearly-doubled-over-past-five-years-says-new-report
http://www.imf.org/en/News/Search?DateFrom=2017-01-01&DateTo=2017-12-31
http://www.afdb.org/en/news-and-events/press-releases/
https://www.afdb.org/en/news-and-events/afdb-concludes-2017-annual-meetings-in-ahmedabad-on-high-note-of-optimism-17044/
https://www.afdb.org/en/news-and-events/theres-gold-in-the-dirt-afdb-annual-meetings-end-with-call-to-see-the-potential-of-african-agriculture-17043/
https://www.afdb.org/en/news-and-events/theres-gold-in-the-dirt-afdb-annual-meetings-end-with-call-to-see-the-potential-of-african-agriculture-17043/
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Bank President Akinwumi Adesina as he spoke to press after the Bank’s Annual Meetings in 
Ahmedabad. 
 
Africa remains world’s second-fastest growing region 
   24/05/2017 - In 2016, Africa as a whole maintained its position as the world’s second-fastest 
growing economies behind South Asia, according to data released during the Financial 
Presentation at the African Development Bank Group’s Annual Meetings, which entered its third 
day on Wednesday in Ahmedabad, India. 
 
AfDB and IFC agree to promote investments that benefit women in Africa 
   23/05/2017 - The African Development Bank Group and the International Finance Corporation 
signed a memorandum of understanding on Tuesday, May 22, 2017 in Ahmedabad, India, 
aimed at promoting investments that benefit women in Africa. 
 
Intra-African trade is key to sustainable development – African Economic Outlook 
   23/05/2017 - Trade between African countries has the greatest potential for building 
sustainable economic development and integration, says African Economic Outlook 2017, a 
flagship report of the African Development Bank released in Ahmedabad on Day 1 of its 52nd 
Annual Meetings, which commenced on Monday in the Indian city. 
 
 
Asian Development Bank  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.adb.org/news/releases 
[We generally limit coverage to regional or Asia-wide initiatives, recognizing that a number of 
country-level announcements are added each week] 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank   [to 27 May 2017] 
https://www.aiib.org/en/news-events/news/index.html 
[We generally limit coverage to regional or Asia-wide initiatives, recognizing that a number of 
country-level announcements are added each week] 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
IFAD International Fund for Agricultural Development  [to 27 May 2017] 
https://www.ifad.org/newsroom/press_release/list/tags/y2017 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 

*                       *                       *                        * 
 
 

:: INGO/Consortia/Joint Initiatives Watch 
   We will monitor media releases and other announcements around key initiatives, new 
research and major organizational change from a growing number of global NGOs, 
collaborations, and initiatives across the human rights, humanitarian response and development 
spheres of action.  
   This Watch section is intended to be indicative, not exhaustive. We will not include fund 
raising announcements, programs events or appeals, and generally not include content which is 
primarily photo-documentation or video in format. 

https://www.afdb.org/en/news-and-events/africa-remains-worlds-second-fastest-growing-region-17036/
https://www.afdb.org/en/news-and-events/afdb-and-ifc-agree-to-promote-investments-that-benefit-women-in-africa-17023/
https://www.afdb.org/en/news-and-events/intra-african-trade-is-key-to-sustainable-development-african-economic-outlook-17022/
http://www.adb.org/news/releases
https://www.aiib.org/en/news-events/news/index.html
https://www.ifad.org/newsroom/press_release/list/tags/y2017
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Amref Health Africa  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://amref.org/news/news/ 
25/05/2017 
Amref joins Kenya's First Lady to mark the International Day to End Obstetric Fistula  
   Amref Health Africa in Kenya joined the First Lady Margaret Kenyatta in marking the World 
Fistula Day on May 23 at the Kenyatta University in Nairobi. The event also marked the official 
opening of the first International Conference on Reproductive Health. 
 
 
Aravind Eye Care System  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.aravind.org/default/currentnewscontent 
No new digest content identified. 
 

  
BRAC  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.brac.net/#news 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
CARE International  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.care-international.org/news/press-releases 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Clubhouse International  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.clubhouse-intl.org/news.html 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Danish Refugee Council  [to 27 May 2017] 
https://www.drc.dk/news 
24.05.2017 
In Uganda, a small plot of land awaits at the end of the long flight 
   Uganda has welcomed more than 800,000 refugees from South Sudan. Upon arrival they are 
allocated a small plot of land. Here, they can build a future for themselves. The Danish Refugee 
Council assists the people who have sought refuge in Uganda. 
 
 
ECPAT  [to 27 May 2017]  
http://www.ecpat.net/news 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Fountain House  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.fountainhouse.org/about/news-press 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Handicap International  [to 27 May 2017]  

http://amref.org/news/news/
http://amref.org/news/news/
http://amref.org/news/news/amref-joins-kenyas-first-lady-to-mark-the-international-day-to-end-obstetric-fistula-/
http://www.aravind.org/default/currentnewscontent
http://www.brac.net/#news
http://www.care-international.org/news/press-releases
http://www.clubhouse-intl.org/news.html
https://www.drc.dk/news
https://drc.dk/news/in-uganda-a-small-plot-of-land-awaits-at-the-end-of-the-long-flight
http://www.ecpat.net/news
http://www.fountainhouse.org/about/news-press
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http://www.handicap-international.us/press_releases 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Heifer International  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.heifer.org/about-heifer/press/press-releases.html 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
HelpAge International  [to 27 May 2017]  
http://www.helpage.org/newsroom/press-room/press-releases/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 

 
ICRC  [to 27 May 2017] 
https://www.icrc.org/en/whats-new   
Selected News Releases, Reports and Articles      
26-05-2017 | News release  
Philippines: ICRC steps up response to needs linked to fighting in Marawi City 
   Thousands of people continue to flee the fighting in Marawi City in Lanao del Sur province, 
southern Philippines, seeking safety in neighboring areas such as Iligan City. 
 
25-05-2017 | Statement  
Protection of civilians in armed conflict 
   Debate on the Protection of Civilians in Armed Conflict, Statement to the UN Security Council, 
New York, Speech given by Ms Christine Beerli, vice-president of the ICRC. 
 
 
IFRC   [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.ifrc.org/en/news-and-media/press-releases/ 

No new digest content identified. 
 
 
IRC  International Rescue Committee  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.rescue.org/press-release-index 
Selected Press Releases & Statements 
Press Release  
UN Security Council must act to end man-made humanitarian crisis in Yemen 
May 26, 2017  
 
Press Release  
IRC Responds to Fourth Circuit Ruling on Travel Ban 
May 25, 2017  
 
Press Release  
IRC statement on the FY18 budget: drastic cuts to foreign aid & refugee resettlement proposed 
by White House 
May 23, 2017  
 
Press Release  

http://www.handicap-international.us/press_releases
http://www.heifer.org/about-heifer/press/press-releases.html
http://www.helpage.org/newsroom/press-room/press-releases/
https://www.icrc.org/en/whats-new
https://www.icrc.org/en/document/philippines-icrc-steps-response-needs-linked-fighting-marawi-city
https://www.icrc.org/en/document/protection-civilians-armed-conflict
http://www.ifrc.org/en/news-and-media/press-releases/
http://www.rescue.org/press-release-index
https://www.rescue.org/press-release/un-security-council-must-act-end-man-made-humanitarian-crisis-yemen
https://www.rescue.org/press-release/irc-responds-fourth-circuit-ruling-travel-ban
https://www.rescue.org/press-release/irc-statement-fy18-budget-drastic-cuts-foreign-aid-refugee-resettlement-proposed-white
https://www.rescue.org/press-release/irc-statement-fy18-budget-drastic-cuts-foreign-aid-refugee-resettlement-proposed-white
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Leading Humanitarian, Development, and Global Health organizations join forces against cuts to 
foreign assistance  
May 22, 2017  
 
Press Release  
Hollywood Foreign Press Association honors the International Rescue Committee at the 2017 
Festival de Cannes 
May 21, 2017  
 
 
IRCT  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.irct.org/ 
News   24 May 2017  
Africa: Commission adopts standards for support to torture victims  
 
News 23 May 2017  
Sub-Saharan Africa: Engaging and collaborating on DFI database  
 
 
Islamic Relief   [to 27 May 2017]  
http://www.islamic-relief.org/ 
No new digest content identified.  
 

 
Landsea   [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.landesa.org/press-and-media-categories/press-releases/ 
No new digest content identified.  
 
 
Medecins du Monde   [to 27 May 2017]  
http://www.medecinsdumonde.org/ 
Website not responding at inquiry 
 
 
MSF/Médecins Sans Frontières  [to 27 May 2017]  
http://www.doctorswithoutborders.org/news-stories/press/press-releases 
Press release 
G7 Must Commit to Humane Migration Policies  
   ROME/NEW YORK, MAY 26, 2017—As the G7 summit takes place in Taormina, Italy, the 
international medical humanitarian organization Doctors Without Borders/Médecins Sans 
Frontières (MSF) urges G7 leaders to make a bold commitment to humane and long-term 
migration policies. 
 
Press release 
G7 Must Take Action to Tackle Key Global Health Issues Like High Drug Prices and Drug-
Resistant Infections  
May 25, 2017 
   Ahead of the G7 summit that’s starting tomorrow in Italy, the international medical 
humanitarian organization Doctors Without Borders/Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) is urging 
participating countries to address high medicine prices and drug-resistant infections, which 

https://www.rescue.org/press-release/leading-humanitarian-development-and-global-health-organizations-join-forces-against
https://www.rescue.org/press-release/leading-humanitarian-development-and-global-health-organizations-join-forces-against
https://www.rescue.org/press-release/hollywood-foreign-press-association-honors-international-rescue-committee-2017
https://www.rescue.org/press-release/hollywood-foreign-press-association-honors-international-rescue-committee-2017
http://www.irct.org/
http://irct.org/media-and-resources/latest-news/article/930
http://irct.org/media-and-resources/latest-news/article/929
http://www.islamic-relief.org/
http://www.landesa.org/press-and-media-categories/press-releases/
http://www.medecinsdumonde.org/
http://www.doctorswithoutborders.org/
http://www.doctorswithoutborders.org/news-stories/press/press-releases
http://www.doctorswithoutborders.org/article/g7-must-commit-humane-migration-policies
http://www.doctorswithoutborders.org/article/g7-must-take-action-tackle-key-global-health-issues-high-drug-prices-and-drug-resistant
http://www.doctorswithoutborders.org/article/g7-must-take-action-tackle-key-global-health-issues-high-drug-prices-and-drug-resistant
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affect people everywhere. Today, across the G7, countries are struggling to pay for new 
medicines to treat life-threatening illnesses like hepatitis C. 
 
Press release 
Libyan Coast Guard Endangers Lives During Sea Rescue  
May 24, 2017 
   While teams from the aid organizations Doctors Without Borders/Médecins Sans Frontières 
(MSF) and SOS Méditerranée attempted to rescue people from boats in distress in the 
Mediterranean Sea on May 23, the Libyan coast guard approached the boats, intimidated the 
passengers and then fired gunshots into the air, threatening people's lives and creating 
mayhem, MSF said today. 
 
 
Mercy Corps [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.mercycorps.org/press-room/releases 
Yemen, May 26, 2017 
Civil Society Organisations Call On UN Security Council To Take Action To Save Lives In Yemen 
   Twenty-two international and Yemeni humanitarian and human rights organisations, including 
Save the Children, the International Rescue Committee and Oxfam, today called on members of 
the UN Security Council – in particular the United Kingdom – to end its year-long inaction on 
Yemen, and move decisively to end what is now the largest humanitarian crisis in the world. 
"The Security Council can and must do more to protect civilians from the horrors of cholera, 
hunger and indiscriminate attacks by all parties to the conflict," the organisations said… 
 
May 23, 2017 
Mercy Corps: Administration’s Foreign Aid Budget Is Indefensible 
Lifesaving assistance to tens of millions of people could be cut  
   WASHINGTON, D.C. – The global organization Mercy Corps urges Congress to reject 
significant cuts to foreign assistance in the administration’s FY18 budget request. The budget 
proposes the complete elimination of Food for Peace (FFP) Title II and slashes humanitarian 
funding for the Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance (OFDA) nearly in half. If enacted, cuts to 
FFP would result in more than 30 million people not receiving food aid, and cuts to OFDA could 
jeopardize humanitarian aid to tens of millions of vulnerable people… 
 
 
Operation Smile  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.operationsmile.org/press-office 
Program Schedule 
Here’s what we’re doing worldwide to make a difference in the lives of children who deserve 
every opportunity for safe surgical care.  
 
UNTIL WE HEAL: Increasing Global Access to Safe Surgery  
News  
Posted 5/22/2017  
   According to the Lancet Commission on Global Health, billions of people do not have access 
to safe surgery that is timely and affordable.  
 
 
OXFAM [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.oxfam.org/en/pressroom/pressreleases 
24 May 2017 

http://www.doctorswithoutborders.org/article/libyan-coast-guard-endangers-lives-during-sea-rescue
http://www.mercycorps.org/press-room/releases
https://www.mercycorps.org/press-room/releases/civil-society-organisations-call-un-security-council-take-action-save-lives
https://www.mercycorps.org/press-room/releases/mercy-corps-administrations-foreign-aid-budget-indefensible
https://www.mercycorps.org/home?optimizely_x6825985198=1
http://www.operationsmile.org/press-office
http://www.operationsmile.org/approach/program-schedule
http://www.pqmd.org/heal-increasing-global-access-safe-surgery/
http://www.oxfam.org/en/pressroom/pressreleases
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As world faces unprecedented famine threat G7 should pay up and push for peace 
   G7 leaders meeting in Taormina, Sicily, this week should take the lead in fighting famine and 
immediately fund nearly half of the UN’s urgent appeal to avoid catastrophic hunger and more 
deaths. 
 
Renewed violence in Central African Republic worsens humanitarian situation 
22 May 2017 
Oxfam warns of dire situation as 20,000 people are displaced in the city of Bria 
where humanitarian access is restricted due to the presence of armed groups. 
 
 
Norwegian Refugee Council   [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.nrc.no/ 
Published 22. May 2017 
DR Congo has world’s highest number of people fleeing conflict internally 
NRC and IDMC|  
   Over 922,000 people were forced to flee their homes inside the Democratic Republic of the 
Congo (DRC) in 2016. This was the highest number of internal displacement due to conflict 
recorded globally, and was one of the most startling findings of the Internal Displacement 
Monitoring Centre’s global report which was launched in New York today.  
 
 
Pact  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.pactworld.org/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Partners In Health  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.pih.org/blog 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
PATH  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.path.org/news/index.php 
Announcement | May 23, 2017 
PATH statement on election of Dr. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus as Director-General of the 
World Health Organization 
   PATH congratulates Dr. Tedros and urges his action to address pressing global health 
challenges and needs for WHO reform 
 
Announcement | May 23, 2017 
PATH statement on the US Administration’s proposed full Fiscal Year 2018 budget 
   Significant cuts to global health and research programs put the health and security of 
millions—including Americans—at risk 
 
 
Plan International  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://plan-international.org/about-plan/resources/media-centre  
Press Release 
Lake Chad Crisis: Generation of children missing out on education  
23 May 2017 

https://www.oxfam.org/en/pressroom/pressreleases/2017-05-24/world-faces-unprecedented-famine-threat-g7-should-pay-and-push
https://www.oxfam.org/en/pressroom/pressreleases/2017-05-22/renewed-violence-central-african-republic-worsens-humanitarian
http://www.nrc.no/
https://www.nrc.no/news/2017/may/dr-congo-crisis-sees-highest-global-internal-displacement/
http://www.pactworld.org/
http://www.pih.org/blog
http://www.path.org/news/index.php
http://www.path.org/news/press-room/819/
http://www.path.org/news/press-room/819/
http://www.path.org/news/press-room/817/
http://plan-international.org/about-plan/resources/media-centre
https://plan-international.org/lake-chad-crisis-generation-children-missing-out-education
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   An entire generation of children is missing out on an education in Boko Haram-affected 
Nigeria, warns Plan International.  
 
 
Save The Children [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.savethechildren.org/site/c.8rKLIXMGIpI4E/b.9506653/k.C303/Press_Releases_2017
/apps/nl/newsletter2.asp 
Selected Press Releases 
Sri Lanka's Deadly Floods Could Exacerbate Dengue Crisis, Warns Save the Children as More 
Rainfall Is on the Way  
May 27, 2017 
 
President’s Proposed Budget Cuts Would be Harmful to Kids in the U.S.  
May 24, 2017 
 
President’s Proposed Budget Cuts Will be Catastrophic for Mothers and Children Around the 
World  
May 23, 2017 
 
Leading Humanitarian, Development, and Global Health Organizations Join Forces Against Cuts 
to Foreign Assistance  
May 22, 2017 
 
More Than 600 Children a Day Diagnosed With Suspected Cholera in Yemen  
May 21, 2017 
 
 
SOS-Kinderdorf International  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.sos-childrensvillages.org/about-sos/press/press-releases 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Tostan  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.tostan.org 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Women for Women International  [to 27 May 2017]  
http://www.womenforwomen.org/press-releases 
No new digest content identified. 
 
::::: 
 
Freedom House [to 27 May 2017] 
https://freedomhouse.org/news 
Selected Press Releases, Statements, Research 
Press Releases 
Honduras: Human Rights Ministry Could Help Prevent Abuses 
May 26, 2017 
   Freedom House released the following statement in response to Honduran President Juan 
Orlando Hernandez announcing plans to create a ministry of human rights. 

http://www.savethechildren.org/site/c.8rKLIXMGIpI4E/b.9506653/k.C303/Press_Releases_2017/apps/nl/newsletter2.asp
http://www.savethechildren.org/site/c.8rKLIXMGIpI4E/b.9506653/k.C303/Press_Releases_2017/apps/nl/newsletter2.asp
http://www.savethechildren.org/site/apps/nlnet/content2.aspx?c=8rKLIXMGIpI4E&b=9506653&ct=14998215
http://www.savethechildren.org/site/apps/nlnet/content2.aspx?c=8rKLIXMGIpI4E&b=9506653&ct=14998215
http://www.savethechildren.org/site/apps/nlnet/content2.aspx?c=8rKLIXMGIpI4E&b=9506653&ct=14996267
http://www.savethechildren.org/site/apps/nlnet/content2.aspx?c=8rKLIXMGIpI4E&b=9506653&ct=14996231
http://www.savethechildren.org/site/apps/nlnet/content2.aspx?c=8rKLIXMGIpI4E&b=9506653&ct=14996231
http://www.savethechildren.org/site/apps/nlnet/content2.aspx?c=8rKLIXMGIpI4E&b=9506653&ct=14996141
http://www.savethechildren.org/site/apps/nlnet/content2.aspx?c=8rKLIXMGIpI4E&b=9506653&ct=14996141
http://www.savethechildren.org/site/apps/nlnet/content2.aspx?c=8rKLIXMGIpI4E&b=9506653&ct=14996105
http://www.sos-childrensvillages.org/about-sos/press/press-releases
http://www.tostan.org/latest-news
http://www.womenforwomen.org/press-releases
https://freedomhouse.org/news
https://freedomhouse.org/article/honduras-human-rights-ministry-could-help-prevent-abuses
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UN Human Rights Council: Addressing the pervasive human rights crisis in Ethiopia 
May 25, 2017 
   Freedom House joins with civil society organizations to urge the UN Human Rights Council to 
prioritise and address through joint statements the ongoing human rights crisis in Ethiopia. 
 
 
Transparency International  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.transparency.org/news/pressreleases/ 
Selected Press Releases, Statements, Research 
No new digest content identified. 
 
::::: 
 
ChildFund Alliance  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://childfundalliance.org/news/ 
May 23, 2017    
Ending violence against children grossly underfunded within the framework of international 
cooperation  
by Diana Quick  / Statements    
New report shows only a small fraction of official development assistance goes toward ending 
violence against children 
   May 24, 2017 -- For the first time, a review of official development assistance (ODA) to end 
violence against children has been done. The report Counting Pennies: A review of official 
development assistance to end violence against children found that in 2015, total ODA spending 
was $174 billion and of that, less than 0.6 per cent was allocated to ending violence against 
children. 
 
 
CONCORD  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://concordeurope.org/news-and-events/ 
[European NGO confederation for relief and development] 
May 22, 2017  
Call for consultants: trainer on campaign and storytelling 
   If you have experience in both campaign strategy and storytelling technics, you are the one 
we need! We are looking for a Consultant to elaborate and provide a training on Campaign 
strategy and political Storytelling for communication experts. The training will take place on 
October 4th in Brussels. Please send your application, quote and a brief description of how you 
would organise such a one-day training by June 9th.  
 
 
Disasters Emergency Committee  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.dec.org.uk/media-centre 
 [Action Aid, Age International, British Red Cross, CAFOD, Care International, Christian Aid, 
Concern Worldwide, Islamic Relief, Oxfam, Plan UK, Save the Children, Tearfund and World  
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
The Elders  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://theelders.org/news-media 
News 23 May 2017  

https://freedomhouse.org/article/un-human-rights-council-addressing-pervasive-human-rights-crisis-ethiopia
http://www.transparency.org/news/pressreleases/
http://childfundalliance.org/news/
https://childfundalliance.org/news-and-views/statements/282-ending-violence-against-children-grossly-underfunded-within-the-framework-of-international-cooperation
https://childfundalliance.org/news-and-views/statements/282-ending-violence-against-children-grossly-underfunded-within-the-framework-of-international-cooperation
https://childfundalliance.org/resources/publications/counting-pennies
http://concordeurope.org/news-and-events/
https://concordeurope.org/2017/05/22/call-trainer-campaign-storytelling/
http://www.dec.org.uk/media-centre
http://theelders.org/news-media
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International Cooperation: Elders' Q&A 
   In a Q&A session with the IPI Global Observatory, four Elders discussed the importance of 
reinvigorating international cooperation in order to address the world's most pressing problems. 
 
Press release 23 May 2017  
The Elders urge continued US support for Paris climate agreement 
   The Elders call on the United States to reaffirm its support for the Paris Agreement on climate 
change and show leadership and ambition in tackling the threat posed by global warming. 
 
Press release 22 May 2017 
The Elders welcome Iran election result as spur for peace and tolerance 
   The Elders welcome the re-election of President Hassan Rouhani in Iran as a sign that the 
Iranian people clearly desire peaceful relations with the outside world and a more tolerant 
society at home. 
 
Press release 22 May 2017 
The Elders condemn Manchester terror attack 
   The Elders condemned the terror attack in Manchester and expressed their deepest 
condolences to the families and loved ones of those killed and injured, and to all the people of 
the United Kingdom. 
Press release 21 May 2017 
The Elders urge Italy to push for climate solidarity and unity at G7 summit 
   The Elders have written to Italian Prime Minister Paolo Gentiloni to express support for his 
country’s leadership on climate issues as President of the G7, ahead of its Summit on 26-27 
May. 
 
 
END Fund   [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.end.org/news 
Selected Press Releases and Major Announcements 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Evidence Aid   [to 27 May 2017] 
www.evidenceaid.org 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Gavi [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.gavi.org/library/news/press-releases/ 
23 May 2017 
Gavi welcomes election of new WHO Chief 
   Former Gavi Board member Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus is elected Director General of 
the World Health Organisation (WHO). 
 
 
Global Fund [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.theglobalfund.org/en/news/?topic=&type=NEWS;&country= 
News  
Global Fund welcomes Dr. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus as Director-General of WHO  
23 May 2017  

http://theelders.org/article/international-cooperation-elders-qa
http://theelders.org/article/elders-urge-continued-us-support-paris-climate-agreement
http://theelders.org/article/elders-welcome-iran-election-result-spur-peace-and-tolerance
http://theelders.org/article/elders-condemn-manchester-terror-attack
http://theelders.org/article/elders-urge-italy-push-climate-solidarity-and-unity-g7-summit
http://www.end.org/news
http://www.evidenceaid.org/
http://www.gavi.org/library/news/press-releases/
http://www.gavi.org/library/news/statements/2017/gavi-welcomes-election-of-new-who-chief/
http://www.theglobalfund.org/en/news/?topic=&type=NEWS;&country
https://www.theglobalfund.org/en/news/2017-05-23-global-fund-welcomes-dr-tedros-adhanom-ghebreyesus-as-director-general-of-who/
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   The Global Fund congratulates Dr. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus on his election as the new 
Director-General of World Health Organization.  
 
 
Hilton Prize Coalition [to 27 May 2017] 
http://prizecoalition.charity.org/ 
An Alliance of Hilton Prize Recipients 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
ICVA -International Council of Voluntary Agencies   [to 27 May 2017] 
https://icvanetwork.org/ 
May, 2017 
ICVA Bulletin April 2017  
International Council of Voluntary Agencies (ICVA) 
 
 
InterAction  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.interaction.org/media-center/press-releases 
May 25, 2017  
NGO Alliance to Convene 33rd Annual Forum, June 20-22 
   WHEN:  Tuesday, June 20 – Thursday, June 22WHAT:  InterAction -- the largest alliance in 
the U.S. of international NGOs working to make the world a more peaceful, just and prosperous 
place -- will host its 33rd annual Forum in Washington, D.C. from June 20-22.  
 
May 23, 2017  
At a Glance: FY 2018 Budget Resources & Member Insights 
   Update: May 23, 2017 On Tuesday, May 23 the White House released its budget plan for 
fiscal year 2018, which proposed slashing funding for effective, life-saving programs that help 
create a safer and more secure world. InterAction joined 10 member organizations in a 
statement calling upon Congress...  
 
 
Start Network [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.start-network.org/news-blog/#.U9U_O7FR98E 
25 May 2017 
Start Network endorses Charter on Disability Inclusion 
   Start Network has endorsed the Charter on Inclusion of People with Disabilities in 
Humanitarian Action at a first anniversary event hosted by Handicap International UK and CBM 
UK in partnership with the UK Department for International Development. 
   The event, held at Westminster University in London, aimed to increase UK mainstream NGO 
support for the Charter, which was launched in May 2016, at the World Humanitarian Summit. 
Ban Ki-moon, then the United Nations’ Secretary-General,described it as “a ground-breaking 
Charter that places people with disabilities at the heart of humanitarian decision-making”. 
   It acknowledges the fact that people with disabilities are often excluded from humanitarian 
action. The Charter also sets out the key changes to ensure non-discrimination in humanitarian 
responses with better coordination and implementation of humanitarian activities as well as 
greater participation of people with disabilities in decisions that affect them… 
 
 
Muslim Charities Forum  [to 27 May 2017] 

http://prizecoalition.charity.org/
https://icvanetwork.org/
https://www.icvanetwork.org/resources/icva-bulletin-april-2017
http://www.interaction.org/media-center/press-releases
https://www.interaction.org/newsroom/news-releases/ngo-alliance-convene-33rd-annual-forum-june-20-22
https://www.interaction.org/newsroom/at-a-glance/fy-2018-budget-resources-member-insights
http://www.start-network.org/news-blog/#.U9U_O7FR98E
https://startnetwork.org/news-and-blogs/start-network-endorses-charter-disability-inclusion
https://www.handicap-international.org.uk/
http://dfid.gov.uk/
https://www.worldhumanitariansummit.org/
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https://www.muslimcharitiesforum.org.uk/media/news 
An umbrella organisation for Muslim-led international NGOs based in the UK. It was set up in 
2007 and works to support its members through advocacy, training and research, by bringing 
charities together. Our members have a collective income of £150,000,000 and work in 71 
countries. 
No new digest content identified. 
 
:::::: 
 
Active Learning Network for Accountability and Performance in Humanitarian Action 
(ALNAP)     [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.alnap.org/ 
No new digest content identified. 

 
 

CHS Alliance  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://chsalliance.org/news-events/news 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
EHLRA/R2HC   [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.elrha.org/resource-hub/news/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Global Humanitarian Assistance (GHA)   [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.globalhumanitarianassistance.org/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
The Sphere Project [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.sphereproject.org/news/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Professionals in Humanitarian Assistance and Protection (PHAP)  [to 27 May 2017] 
https://phap.org/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
:::::: 
 
Center for Global Development    
http://www.cgdev.org/page/press-center 
Accessed 27 May 2017 
The Labor Market Effects of Refugee Waves: Reconciling Conflicting Results - Working Paper 
455 
5/22/17 
Michael Clemens and Jennifer Hunt  
   An influential strand of research has tested for the effects of immigration on natives’ wages 
and employment using exogenous refugee supply shocks as natural experiments. Several 
studies have reached conflicting conclusions about the effects of noted refugee waves such as 

https://www.muslimcharitiesforum.org.uk/media/news
http://www.alnap.org/
http://chsalliance.org/news-events/news
http://www.elrha.org/resource-hub/news/
http://www.globalhumanitarianassistance.org/
http://www.sphereproject.org/news/
https://phap.org/
http://www.cgdev.org/page/press-center
https://www.cgdev.org/publication/labor-market-effects-of-refugee-waves-reconciling-conflicting-results
https://www.cgdev.org/publication/labor-market-effects-of-refugee-waves-reconciling-conflicting-results
https://www.cgdev.org/content/expert/detail/2570
http://conference.iza.org/en/webcontent/personnel/photos/index_html?key=136
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the Mariel Boatlift in Miami and post-Soviet refugees to Israel. As a whole, the evidence from 
refugee waves reinforces the existing consensus that the impact of immigration on average 
native-born workers is small, and fails to substantiate claims of large detrimental impacts on 
workers with less than high school. 
 
Gender Matters in Economic Empowerment Interventions: A Research Review - Working Paper 
456 
5/22/17 
Mayra Buvinic and Megan O'Donnell  
   A review of the recent evaluation evidence on financial services and training interventions 
questions their gender neutrality and suggests that some design features in these interventions 
can yield more positive economic outcomes for women than for men. These include features in 
savings and ‘Graduation’ programs that increase women’s economic self-reliance and self-
control, and the practice of repeated micro borrowing that increases financial risk-taking and 
choice. Subjective economic empowerment appears to be an important intermediate outcome 
for women that should be promoted and more reliably and accurately measured. Lastly, 
whenever possible, results should be sex-disaggregated and reported for individuals as well as 
households. 
 
 
ODI   [to 27 May 2017] 
https://www.odi.org/media-hub/press-room 
Selected Reports and Studies 
 Bilateral donors and the age of the national interest: what prospects for challenge by 
development agencies?  
Journal articles or issues | May 2017 | Nilima Gulrajani 
   This journal articles explores how donor agencies can challenge the rise of national interest in 
development. 
 
Taxation and the Sustainable Development Goals: do good things come to those who tax more?  
Briefing papers | May 2017 | Mark Miller and Cathal Long 
   This briefing note explores whether the expectations on developing countries to mobilise 
domestic resources to achieve the SDGs are realistic. 
 
Country-level policy engagement in IFAD: guide book  
Toolkits | May 2017 | Annalisa Blanco, Michela Cristiani, Maria Elena Mangiafico, Helen Tilley, 
Josephine Tsui and John Young  
   This guide book offers ideas and tools for more effective policy engagement in the context of 
the International Fund for Agricultural Development’s country programmes. 
 
Assessing the processes and performance of the International Water Stewardship Programme  
Research reports and studies | May 2017 | Johanna Kramm, Stefan Liehr, Engelbert Schramm, 
Martina Winker, Helen Tilley, Nathaniel Mason and Simon Hearn 
   This evaluative assessment explores the processes and performance of GIZ's International 
Water Stewardship Programme. 
 
 
Urban Institute   [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.urban.org/about/media 
No new digest content identified. 
 

https://www.cgdev.org/publication/gender-matters-economic-empowerment-interventions-research-review
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World Economic Forum    [to 27 May 2017] 
https://agenda.weforum.org/news/ 
News 26 May 2017  
Global Pension Timebomb: Funding Gap Set to Dwarf World GDP  
:: The world’s six largest pension saving systems – the US, UK, Japan, Netherlands, Canada and 
Australia – are expected to reach a $224 trillion gap by 2050, a new study by the World 
Economic Forum shows  
:: Adding in China and India, which have the world’s largest populations, the combined savings 
gap for the eight countries reaches a total of $400 trillion by 2050, a sum five times the size of 
the current global economy 
:: With the gap driven by longer lifespans and reduced levels of savings, the World Economic 
Forum recommends five measures to help economies avert a prolonged pensions crisis ht 
countries 
:: Download the full report here  
 
ASEAN Leaders Endorse Search for Novel Ideas on Fiftieth Anniversary  
News 22 May 2017  
 
Start-Ups, Education and Jobs among Top 10 Outcomes at Forum Meeting in Jordan  
News 21 May 2017  
 
Much Hope for Jordan and the Region – Young People Are the Bright Lights  
News 21 May 2017  
 
Income Inequality, Polarization of Societies Biggest Long-Term Impact on Arab World  
News 21 May 2017  
· New briefing bases its findings on the perceptions of global experts and businesses in the 
region 
· Diversifying the economy, reducing public intervention in the markets, providing opportunities 
for young people and improving the innovation ecosystem are the key challenges that the 
region will face in the coming years 
· The absence of internationally comparable data impedes detailed analysis of the level of 
inclusivity of many countries in the region 
· Learn more about the report: http://widgets.weforum.org/new-arab-context  
 
Access for Women, E-Government, Inclusion for Refugees at Heart of New ‘Internet for All’ 
Partnership of World Economic Forum and Government of Jordan  
News 21 May 2017  
· Government of Jordan to partner with World Economic Forum on the Internet for All project 
· Project will increase internet use by focusing on women’s online access, developing better 
Arabic language content and strengthening e-government services 
· Internet for All projects are already running in Argentina, Rwanda, South Africa and Uganda  
· The project also aims to help refugees integrate into society by making better use of the 
internet 
 
 

*                      *                       *                        * 
 

:: Foundation/Major Donor Watch 
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We will primarily monitor press/media releases announcing key initiatives and new research 
from a growing number of global foundations and donors engaged in the human rights, 
humanitarian response and development spheres of action. This Watch section is not intended 
to be exhaustive, but indicative.  
 
 

Aga Khan Foundation   [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.akdn.org/pr.asp 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
BMGF - Gates Foundation  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.gatesfoundation.org/Media-Center/Press-Releases 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Annie E. Casey Foundation   [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.aecf.org/newsroom/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Blue Meridian Partners [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.emcf.org/capital-aggregation/blue-meridian-partners/ 
Blue Meridian Partners is a new capital aggregation collaboration that plans to invest at least $1 
billion in high-performance nonprofits that are poised to have truly national impact for 
economically disadvantaged children and youth.  
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Clinton Foundation  [to 27 May 2017] 
https://www.clintonfoundation.org/press-releases-and-statements 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Ford Foundation  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.fordfoundation.org/?filter=News 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
GHIT Fund   [to 27 May 2017] 
https://www.ghitfund.org/ 
GHIT was set up in 2012 with the aim of developing new tools to tackle infectious diseases that 
devastate the world’s poorest people. Other funders include six Japanese pharmaceutical 
companies, the Japanese Government and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 

Grameen Foundation    [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.grameenfoundation.org/news-events/press-room 
No new digest content identified. 
 

 

http://www.akdn.org/pr.asp
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http://www.fordfoundation.org/?filter=News
https://www.ghitfund.org/
http://www.grameenfoundation.org/news-events/press-room
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William and Flora Hewlett Foundation  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://hewlett.org/latest-updates/ 
May 27, 2017 
Chief Financial Officer   
   The Chief Financial Officer (CFO) is a key member of the foundation’s senior management 
team, and a thought partner to the president and the board of directors. S/he works closely 
with the president and other members of the senior management team — both operations and 
grantmaking — to instill a culture of transparency, collaboration, and ...  
 
May 23, 2017  
Call for proposals: U.S. reproductive health and rights   
   The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation has a long and proud history of supporting 
women’s ability to plan whether and when to have children. Each year, the foundation provides 
roughly $10 million in grants to organizations working to ensure women have access to 
reproductive health services, including safe and legal abortion.  
 
 
Conrad N. Hilton Foundation  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.hiltonfoundation.org/news 
Our News 
Interactive Map of the Reach of our Youth Substance Use Prevention Strategic 
Initiative 
May 24, 2017  
   Explore a virtual representation of our network of Substance Use Prevention partner 
organizations and grantees across the United States 
 
 
IKEA Foundation    [to 27 May 2017] 
https://www.ikeafoundation.org/category/press-releases/ 
May 17, 2017 
Azraq, the world’s first refugee camp powered by renewable energy 
   Azraq, 17 May 2017 – The UN Refugee Agency, UNHCR, switched on today the newly 
constructed solar plant in Jordan’s Azraq refugee camp. Funded by the IKEA Foundation’s 
Brighter Lives for Refugees campaign, the solar farm has brought renewable power to a 
population that lived for two and a half years only with sporadic access to electricity and will 
contribute to the Jordan national energy strategy to achieve a green economy by 2020. 
   The 2-megawatt solar photovoltaic (PV) plant will allow UNHCR to provide affordable and 
sustainable electricity to 20,000 Syrian refugees living in almost 5,000 shelters in Azraq camp, 
covering the energy needs of the two villages connected to the national grid. Each family can 
now connect a fridge, a TV, a fan, have light inside the shelter and charge their phones, which 
is critical for refugees to keep in contact with their relatives abroad… 
 
 
HHMI - Howard Hughes Medical Institute    [to 27 May 2017] 
https://www.hhmi.org/news 
May 22 2017  
Research 
New Clues Emerge About How Fruit Flies Navigate Their World 
Summary 

http://hewlett.org/latest-updates/
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https://www.hhmi.org/news
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Janelia Research Campus scientists have uncovered new clues about how fruit flies keep track 
of where they are in the world. Understanding the neural basis of navigation in flies may reveal 
how humans accomplish similar feats. 
 
 
Kellogg Foundation  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.wkkf.org/news-and-media#pp=10&p=1&f1=news 
May 23, 2017 
Fully funded 2020 Census essential to racial equity, inclusive democracy 
Joint statement from leading civil rights and racial justice organizations  
   The Census Bureau is headed toward a potential crisis after Congress allocated significantly 
less funding to the 2020 Census than experts say is required to ensure all Americans are 
accounted for. Inadequate funding will drastically limit the resources necessary to conduct a 
thorough and accurate Census – a risk that will have severe and far-reaching consequences, 
disproportionately impacting communities of color… 
 
 
MacArthur Foundation  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.macfound.org/ 
Publication 
Identifying Cyberespionage and Disinformation in Russia 
Published May 26, 2017 
    Hackers are increasing efforts to steal and manipulate emails from critics of the Russian 
government, according to a report from Citizen Lab, recipient of the MacArthur Award for 
Creative and Effective Institutions. Documents stolen from a prominent journalist and critic of 
the Russian government were manipulated and then released as a “leak” to discredit domestic 
and foreign critics of the government – a tactic called “tainted leaks.” Citizen Lab researchers 
assert that the range of targets and the significant resources required for this hacking suggests 
the hackers were acting in Russian interests. 
 
 
Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation [to 27 May 2017] 
https://www.moore.org/news 
May 23, 2017  
Up to the challenge: how to measure the impact of basic science philanthropy 
by Julia Klebanov  
   Over the last decade, the field of philanthropy has been heavily focused on measuring the 
impact of strategic investments. As accountability for resources intensifies, an increasing 
number of foundation staff, executives and their boards seek evidence to demonstrate the 
impact of their investment choices. For some areas of philanthropy, the impact of investments 
can be easily observed, but measuring impact can be far more elusive for other areas. Such is 
the case for basic science philanthropy.  
   The measurable impact of fundamental science is much harder to observe and quantify. 
While applied science can have an observable, practical impact in a relatively short timeframe, 
basic science is more exploratory and abstract, and therefore it can take much longer (perhaps 
decades) before impact is evident. Basic science emphasizes discovery and knowledge-building, 
rather than practical applications. For basic science funders, and for those interested in 
potentially funding basic science, identifying high-quality methods and tools for measuring the 
value and impact of investments is an important, yet challenging, priority. 
   Evaluation of basic science funding is an underexplored area, and at the Moore Foundation, 
we face challenges in how to effectively measure the impact of our investments in fundamental 

http://www.wkkf.org/news-and-media#pp=10&p=1&f1=news
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research. As a member of the Science Philanthropy Alliance, we have built a strong network of 
peer organizations who all fund basic science. It was through our interactions with other 
Alliance members that we realized we were not the only ones facing the challenges associated 
with evaluating impact in basic science funding, so we decided to gather our peers to begin 
tackling this issue… 
 
 
Open Society Foundation  [to 27 May 2017] 
https://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/issues/media-information 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
David and Lucile Packard Foundation  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.packard.org/news/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Pew Charitable Trusts  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/about/news-room/press-releases 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Rockefeller Foundation  [to 27 May 2017] 
https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/about-us/news-media/ 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation  [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.rwjf.org/en/about-rwjf/newsroom/news-releases.html 
May 24, 2017  
How Prepared is Your Community for an Emergency? 
Blog Post  
   An annual assessment finds America’s preparedness for managing health emergencies is 
improving. But progress is slow, and deep regional inequities remain. 
 
The Evidence on Recent Health Care Spending Growth and the Impact of the 
Affordable Care Act 
May 24, 2017 Issue Brief  
   An Urban Institute brief finds that the Affordable Care Act (ACA) has expanded coverage to 
millions without causing a permanent spike to health spending. 
 
Statement from Richard Besser, MD, on CBO Score of AHCA 
May 24, 2017 News Release  
   The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation released a statement in response to the Congressional 
Budget Office’s (CBO) estimate that 23 million people would lose coverage by 2026 under the 
American Health Care Act.  
 
Promoting Social and Emotional Learning in Preschool 
May 24, 2017 Issue Brief  
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   To promote school readiness, preschools need to focus strategically on social-emotional 
development. Preschool SEL programming has the potential to reduce the school readiness gap 
and help children become healthy, thriving adults. 
 
 
Science Philanthropy Alliance   [to 27 May 2017] 
http://www.sciencephilanthropyalliance.org/what-we-do/news/ 
“…a group of organizations working together to increase philanthropic support for basic 
scientific research on a global basis…” 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
SDG Philanthropy Platform 
http://sdgfunders.org/conversation/ 
SDG Philanthropy Platform is a collaboration between philanthropy and the greater international 
development community led by Foundation Center, United Nations Development Programme 
(UNDP) and Rockefeller Philanthropy Advisors, and supported by the Conrad N. Hilton 
Foundation, Ford Foundation and the MasterCard Foundation, the Brach Family Foundation, and 
other key organizations such as Asociación de Fundaciones Empresariales (AFE) in Colombia, 
Brach Family Charitable Foundation, CAF America, Council on Foundations, East Africa 
Association of Grantmakers (EAAG), European Foundation Centre, Filantropi Indonesia (FI), 
GlobalGiving, The Humanitarian Forum, World Congress of Muslim Philanthropists, and 
Worldwide Initiatives for Grantmaker Support (WINGS). 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation 
https://sloan.org/about/press 
No new digest content identified. 
 
 
Wellcome Trust  [to 27 May 2017] 
https://wellcome.ac.uk/news 
Opinion / Published: 26 May 2017 
Our letter to the new WHO Director-General 
   In an open letter, our Director Jeremy Farrar congratulates the new head of the World Health 
Organization Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, and sets out what Wellcome thinks the WHO's 
priorities should be. 
 
News / Published: 26 May 2017  
Genomes chart Zika's spread in the Americas 
New research from the 2015-16 Zika outbreak shows how far we have come in being able to 
study disease outbreaks in close to real time. 
   Three papers, two by Wellcome-funded researchers and all published in the journal Nature, 
show what can be achieved when researchers collect and analyse genome sequences rapidly on 
the ground.  
   The genomes, obtained from infected patients and Aedes aegypti mosquitoes, show that: 
the virus circulated undetected for many months before transmission was detected 
Northeast Brazil had a crucial role in establishing the spread of the virus throughout the 
Americas. 
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   The research also demonstrates the enormous potential of combining traditional epidemiology 
– looking at how a virus affects people at a population level – with rapid genome sequencing to 
look at the spread and evolution of a virus… 
 

 
*                       *                       *                        * 

 

:: Journal Watch 
The Sentinel will track key peer-reviewed journals which address a broad range of interests in 
human rights, humanitarian response, health and development. It is not intended to be 
exhaustive. We will add to those monitored below as we encounter relevant content and upon 
recommendation from readers. We selectively provide full text of abstracts and other content 
but note that successful access to some of the articles and other content may require 
subscription or other access arrangement unique to the publisher. Please suggest additional 
journals you feel warrant coverage. 
 
 
American Journal of Infection Control 
June 01, 2017 Volume 45, Issue 6, p583-702, e53-e68  
http://www.ajicjournal.org/current 
Global Perspective Article 
Infection prevention and control and the refugee population: Experiences from the 
University of Louisville Global Health Center 
Ruth M. Carrico, Linda Goss, Timothy L. Wiemken, Rahel S. Bosson, Paula Peyrani, William A. 
Mattingly, Allison Pauly, Rebecca A. Ford, Stanley Kotey, Julio A. Ramirez 
p673–676 
Published online: April 18, 2017 
Abstract 
Background 
During 2016, approximately 140,000 individuals entered the United States as part of the federal 
government refugee resettlement program and established themselves in communities in 
virtually every state. No national database regarding refugee health currently exists; therefore, 
little is known about existing infectious diseases, conditions, and cultural practices that impact 
successful acculturation. The objective of this report is to identify what is currently known about 
refugees and circumstances important to infection prevention and control with respect to their 
roles as new community members, employees, and consumers of health care. 
Methods 
Using data from the University of Louisville Global Health Center's Newly Arriving Refugee 
Surveillance System, health issues affecting refugees from the perspective of a community 
member, an employee, and a patient were explored. 
Results 
Lack of immunity to vaccine-preventable diseases is the most widespread issue impacting 
almost every adult, adolescent, and child refugee resettled in Kentucky. Health issues of 
concern from an infection prevention and control perspective include latent tuberculosis 
infection, HIV, hepatitis B, hepatitis C, syphilis, and parasites. Other health conditions that may 
also be important include anemia, obesity, oral health, diabetes, and cardiovascular disease. 
Conclusions 
Refugee resettlement provides motivation for collaborative work among those responsible for 
infection prevention and control in all settings, their public health partners, and those 
responsible for and interested in community workforce concerns. 
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American Journal of Public Health 
107(6), June 2017 
http://ajph.aphapublications.org/toc/ajph/current 

[Reviewed earlier] 
 

 
American Journal of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene 
Volume 96, Issue 5, 2017  
http://www.ajtmh.org/content/current 

[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Annals of Internal Medicine 
16 May 2017 Vol: 166, Issue 10  
http://annals.org/aim/issue 

[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
BMC Cost Effectiveness and Resource Allocation 
http://resource-allocation.biomedcentral.com/ 
(Accessed 27 May 2017) 
[No new digest content identified] 
 
 
BMJ Global Health 
January 2017; volume 2, issue 1 
http://gh.bmj.com/content/2/1?current-issue=y 

[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
BMC Health Services Research 
http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmchealthservres/content 
(Accessed 27 May 2017) 
Research article 
Comprehensive taxonomy and worldwide trends in pharmaceutical policies in 
relation to country income status  
N. Maniadakis, G. Kourlaba, J. Shen and A. Holtorf 
BMC Health Services Research 2017 17:371  
Published on: 25 May 2017 
Abstract 
Background 
Rapidly evolving socioeconomic and technological trends make it challenging to improve access, 
effectiveness and efficiency in the use of pharmaceuticals. This paper identifies and 
systematically classifies the prevailing pharmaceutical policies worldwide in relation to a 
country’s income status. 
Methods 
A literature search was undertaken to identify and taxonomize prevailing policies worldwide. 
Countries that apply those policies and those that do not were then grouped by income status. 
Results 
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Pharmaceutical policies are linked to a country’s socioeconomics. Developed countries have 
universal coverage and control pharmaceuticals with external and internal price referencing 
systems, and indirect price–cost controls; they carry out health technology assessments and 
demand utilization controls. Price-volume and risk-sharing agreements are also evolving. 
Developing countries are underperforming in terms of coverage and they rely mostly on 
restrictive state controls to regulate prices and expenditure. 
Conclusions 
There are significant disparities worldwide in the access to pharmaceuticals, their use, and the 
reimbursement of costs. The challenge in high-income countries is to maintain access to care 
whilst dealing with trends in technology and aging. Essential drugs should be available to all; 
however, many low- and middle-income countries still provide most of their population with 
only poor access to medicines. As economies grow, there should be greater investment in 
pharmaceutical care, looking to the policies of high-income countries to increase efficiency. 
Pharmaceutical companies could also develop special access schemes with low prices to 
facilitate coverage in low-income countries. 
 
Research article 
Understanding and addressing contraceptive stockouts to increase family planning 
access and uptake in Senegal  
Senegal’s government has pledged to reduce contraceptive stockouts, which have been 
frequent in public sector health facilities. An innovative distribution system called the Informed 
Push Model (IPM) addresses... 
Leah Hasselback, Modibo Dicko, Claire Viadro, Soussaba Ndour, Oumy Ndao and Jennifer 
Wesson 
BMC Health Services Research 2017 17:373  
Published on: 26 May 2017 
 
 
BMC Infectious Diseases  
http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcinfectdis/content 
(Accessed 27 May 2017) 
Research article 
An assessment of the geographical risks of wild and vaccine-derived poliomyelitis 
outbreaks in Africa and Asia  
Kathleen M. O’Reilly, Christine Lamoureux, Natalie A. Molodecky, Hil Lyons, Nicholas C. Grassly 
and Graham Tallis 
BMC Infectious Diseases 2017 17:367  
Published on: 26 May 2017 
Abstract 
Background 
The international spread of wild poliomyelitis outbreaks continues to threaten eradication of 
poliomyelitis and in 2014 a public health emergency of international concern was declared. Here 
we describe a risk scoring system that has been used to assess country-level risks of wild 
poliomyelitis outbreaks, to inform prioritisation of mass vaccination planning, and describe the 
change in risk from 2014 to 2016. The methods were also used to assess the risk of emergence 
of vaccine-derived poliomyelitis outbreaks. 
Methods 
Potential explanatory variables were tested against the reported outbreaks of wild poliomyelitis 
since 2003 using multivariable regression analysis. The regression analysis was translated to a 
risk score and used to classify countries as Low, Medium, Medium High and High risk, based on 
the predictive ability of the score. 
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Results 
Indicators of population immunity, population displacement and diarrhoeal disease were 
associated with an increased risk of both wild and vaccine-derived outbreaks. High migration 
from countries with wild cases was associated with wild outbreaks. High birth numbers were 
associated with an increased risk of vaccine-derived outbreaks. 
Conclusions 
Use of the scoring system is a transparent and rapid approach to assess country risk of wild and 
vaccine-derived poliomyelitis outbreaks. Since 2008 there has been a steep reduction in the 
number of wild poliomyelitis outbreaks and the reduction in countries classified as High and 
Medium High risk has reflected this. The risk of vaccine-derived poliomyelitis outbreaks has 
varied geographically. These findings highlight that many countries remain susceptible to 
poliomyelitis outbreaks and maintenance or improvement in routine immunisation is vital. 
 
 
BMC Medical Ethics  
http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcmedethics/content 
(Accessed 27 May 2017)  
Research article 
Staff’s normative attitudes towards coercion: the role of moral doubt and 
professional context—a cross-sectional survey study  
The use of coercion is morally problematic and requires an ongoing critical reflection. We 
wondered if not knowing or being uncertain whether coercion is morally right or justified (i.e. 
experiencing moral dou... 
Bert Molewijk, Almar Kok, Tonje Husum, Reidar Pedersen and Olaf Aasland 
BMC Medical Ethics 2017 18:37  
Published on: 25 May 2017 
Abstract 
Background 
The use of coercion is morally problematic and requires an ongoing critical reflection. We 
wondered if not knowing or being uncertain whether coercion is morally right or justified (i.e. 
experiencing moral doubt) is related to professionals’ normative attitudes regarding the use of 
coercion. 
Methods 
This paper describes an explorative statistical analysis based on a cross-sectional survey across 
seven wards in three Norwegian mental health care institutions. 
Results 
Descriptive analyses showed that in general the 379 respondents a) were not so sure whether 
coercion should be seen as offending, b) agreed with the viewpoint that coercion is needed for 
care and security, and c) slightly disagreed that coercion could be seen as treatment. Staff did 
not report high rates of moral doubt related to the use of coercion, although most of them 
agreed there will never be a single answer to the question ‘What is the right thing to do?’. 
Bivariate analyses showed that the more they experienced general moral doubt and relative 
doubt, the more one thought that coercion is offending. Especially psychologists were critical 
towards coercion. We found significant differences among ward types. Respondents with 
decisional responsibility for coercion and leadership responsibility saw coercion less as 
treatment. Frequent experience with coercion was related to seeing coercion more as care and 
security. 
Conclusions 
This study showed that experiencing moral doubt is related to some one’s normative attitude 
towards coercion. Future research could investigate whether moral case deliberation increases 
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professionals’ experience of moral doubt and whether this will evoke more critical thinking and 
increase staff’s curiosity for alternatives to coercion. 
 
Research Article 
Written versus verbal consent: a qualitative study of stakeholder views of consent 
procedures used at the time of recruitment into a peripartum trial conducted in an 
emergency setting  
J. Lawton, N. Hallowell, C. Snowdon, J. E. Norman, K. Carruthers and F. C. Denison 
BMC Medical Ethics 2017 18:36  
Published on: 24 May 2017 
Abstract 
Background 
Obtaining prospective written consent from women to participate in trials when they are 
experiencing an obstetric emergency is challenging. Alternative consent pathways, such as 
gaining verbal consent at enrolment followed, later, by obtaining written consent, have been 
advocated by some clinicians and bioethicists but have received little empirical attention. We 
explored women’s and staff views about the consent procedures used during the internal pilot 
of a trial (GOT-IT), where the protocol permitted staff to gain verbal consent at recruitment. 
Methods 
Interviews with staff (n = 27) and participating women (n = 22). Data were analysed 
thematically and interviews were cross-compared to identify differences and similarities in 
participants’ views about the consent procedures used. 
Results 
Women and some staff highlighted benefits to obtaining verbal consent at trial enrolment, 
including expediting recruitment and reducing the burden on those left exhausted by their 
births. However, most staff with direct responsibility for taking consent expressed extreme 
reluctance to proceed with enrolment until they had obtained written consent, despite being 
comfortable using verbal procedures in their clinical practice. To account for this resistance, 
staff drew a strong distinction between research and clinical care and suggested that a higher 
level of consent was needed when recruiting into trials. In doing so, staff emphasised the need 
to engage women in reflexive decision-making and highlighted the role that completing the 
consent form could play in enabling and evidencing this process. While most staff cited their 
ethical responsibilities to women, they also voiced concerns that the absence of a signed 
consent form at recruitment could expose them to greater risk of litigation were an individual to 
experience a complication during the trial. Inexperience of recruiting into peripartum trials and 
limited availability of staff trained to take consent also reinforced preferences for obtaining 
written consent at recruitment. 
Conclusions 
While alternative consent pathways have an important role to play in advancing emergency 
medicine research, and may be appreciated by potential recruits, they may give rise to 
unintended ethical and logistical challenges for staff. Staff would benefit from training and 
support to increase their confidence and willingness to recruit into trials using alternative 
consent pathways. 
 
 
BMC Medicine 
http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcmed/content 
(Accessed 27 May 2017)  
[No new digest content identified] 
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BMC Pregnancy and Childbirth 
http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcpregnancychildbirth/content 
(Accessed 27 May 2017) 
Research article 
Quality of antenatal care predicts retention in skilled birth attendance: a multilevel 
analysis of 28 African countries  
An effective continuum of maternal care ensures that mothers receive essential health packages 
from pre-pregnancy to delivery, and postnatally, reducing the risk of maternal death. However, 
across Africa, cove... 
Adanna Chukwuma, Adaeze C. Wosu, Chinyere Mbachu and Kelechi Weze 
BMC Pregnancy and Childbirth 2017 17:152  
Published on: 25 May 2017 
 
 
BMC Public Health 
http://bmcpublichealth.biomedcentral.com/articles 
(Accessed 27 May 2017) 
Research article 
Strengthening capacity to research the social determinants of health in low- and 
middle-income countries: lessons from the INTREC programme  
The INDEPTH Training & Research Centres of Excellence (INTREC) collaboration developed a 
training programme to strengthen social determinants of health (SDH) research in low- and 
middle-income countries (LMICs... 
Nicholas Henschke, Anna Mirny, Joke A Haafkens, Heribert Ramroth, Siwi Padmawati, Martin 
Bangha, Lisa Berkman, Laksono Trisnantoro, Yulia Blomstedt, Heiko Becher, Osman Sankoh, 
Peter Byass and John Kinsman 
BMC Public Health 2017 17:514  
Published on: 25 May 2017 
 
Research article 
Awareness, knowledge, perceptions, and attitudes towards genetic testing for 
cancer risk among ethnic minority groups: a systematic review  
Genetic testing for risk of hereditary cancer can help patients to make important decisions 
about prevention or early detection. US and UK studies show that people from ethnic minority 
groups are less likely t... 
Katie E. J. Hann, Madeleine Freeman, Lindsay Fraser, Jo Waller, Saskia C. Sanderson, Belinda 
Rahman, Lucy Side, Sue Gessler and Anne Lanceley 
BMC Public Health 2017 17:503  
Published on: 25 May 2017 
 
Research article 
A systematic review of factors that shape implementation of mass drug 
administration for lymphatic filariasis in sub-Saharan Africa  
Understanding factors surrounding the implementation process of mass drug administration for 
lymphatic filariasis (MDA for LF) elimination programmes is critical for successful 
implementation of similar interv... 
Adam Silumbwe, Joseph Mumba Zulu, Hikabasa Halwindi, Choolwe Jacobs, Jessy Zgambo, 
Rosalia Dambe, Mumbi Chola, Gershom Chongwe and Charles Michelo 
BMC Public Health 2017 17:484  
Published on: 22 May 2017 
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BMC Research Notes  
http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcresnotes/content 
(Accessed 27 May 2017) 
[No new digest content identified] 
 
 
BMJ Open 
April 2017 - Volume 7 - 4 
http://bmjopen.bmj.com/content/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Bulletin of the World Health Organization  
Volume 95, Number 5, May 2017, 313-388 
http://www.who.int/bulletin/volumes/95/5/en/ 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Child Care, Health and Development  
May 2017  Volume 43, Issue 3  Pages 323–461 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/cch.v43.3/issuetoc 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Clinical Therapeutics 
May 2017 Volume 39, Issue 5, p873-1076  
http://www.clinicaltherapeutics.com/issue/S0149-2918(17)X0004-0 
Commentary 
Vitamin D Status and the Host Resistance to Infections: What It Is Currently (Not) 
Understood 
Pierre Olivier Lang, Richard Aspinall 
p930–945 
Published online: April 27, 2017 
 
Reviews 
The New Drug Conditional Approval Process in China: Challenges and Opportunities 
Xuefang Yao, Jinxi Ding, Yingfang Liu, Penghui Li 
p1040–1051 
Published online: April 18, 2017 
Abstract 
Purpose 
Our aim was to characterize the newly established new drug conditional approval process in 
China and discuss the challenges and opportunities with respect to new drug research and 
development and registration. 
Methods 
We examined the new approval program through literature review, law analysis, and data 
analysis. Data were derived from published materials, such as journal articles, government 
publications, press releases, and news articles, along with statistical data from INSIGHT-China 
Pharma Databases, the China Food and Drug Administration website, the Center for Drug 
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Evaluation website, the US Food and Drug Administration website, and search results published 
by Google. 
Findings 
Currently, there is a large backlog of New Drug Applications in China, mainly because of the 
prolonged review time at the China Food and Drug Administration, resulting in a lag in drug 
approvals. In 2015, the Chinese government implemented the drug review and registration 
system reform and tackled this issue through various approaches, such as setting up a drug 
review fee system, adjusting the drug registration classification, and establishing innovative 
review pathways, including the conditional approval process. 
Implications 
In Europe and the United States, programs comparable to the conditional approval program in 
China have been well developed. The conditional approval program recently established in 
China is an expedited new drug approval process that is expected to affect new drug 
development at home and abroad and profoundly influence the public health and the 
pharmaceutical industry in China. Like any program in its initial stage, the conditional approval 
program is facing several challenges, including setting up a robust system, formatting new drug 
clinical research requirements, and improving the regulatory agency’s function for drug review 
and approval. The program is expected to evolve and improve as part of the government 
mandate of the drug registration system reform. 
 
Commentary 
Incorporating Site-less Clinical Trials Into Drug Development: A Framework for 
Action 
Irl B. Hirsch, Joe Martinez, E. Ray Dorsey, Gerald Finken, Alexander Fleming, Chris Gropp, Philip 
Home, Daniel I. Kaufer, Spyros Papapetropoulos 
p1064–1076 
Published online: April 14, 2017 
Open Access 
 
Original Research 
Dropout Prevalence and Associated Factors in Randomized Clinical Trials of 
Adolescents Treated for Depression: Systematic Review and Meta-analysis 
Adriane Isabel Rohden, Mariana Canellas Benchaya, Roger Santos Camargo, Taís de Campos 
Moreira, Helena M.T. Barros, Maristela Ferigolo 
p971–992.e4 
Published online: May 2, 2017 
 
 
Complexity 
November/December 2016  Volume 21, Issue S2  Pages 1–642 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/cplx.v21.S2/issuetoc 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Conflict and Health 
http://www.conflictandhealth.com/  
[Accessed 27 May 2017] 
[No new digest content identified] 
 
 
Current Opinion in Infectious Diseases 
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June 2017 - Volume 30 - Issue 3  
http://journals.lww.com/co-infectiousdiseases/pages/currenttoc.aspx 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Developing World Bioethics 
April 2017  Volume 17, Issue 1  Pages 1–60 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/dewb.2017.17.issue-1/issuetoc 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Development in Practice  
Volume 27, Issue 3 
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cdip20/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Development Policy Review 
May 2017  Volume 35, Issue 3  Pages 313–438 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/dpr.2017.35.issue-3/issuetoc 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Disability and Rehabilitation: Assistive Technology 
Volume 12, Issue 5, 2017  
http://informahealthcare.com/toc/idt/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Disaster Medicine and Public Health Preparedness  
Volume 11 - Issue 2 - April 2017 
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/disaster-medicine-and-public-health-
preparedness/latest-issue 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Disasters 
April 2017  Volume 41, Issue 2  Pages 209–426 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/disa.2017.41.issue-2/issuetoc 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
EMBO Reports 
01 May 2017; volume 18, issue 5 
http://embor.embopress.org/content/18/5 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Emergency Medicine Journal 
May 2017 - Volume 34 - 5 
http://emj.bmj.com/content/current 
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[New issue; No digest content identified] 
 
 
Emerging Infectious Diseases 
Volume 23, Number 5—May 2017    
http://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/ 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Epidemics 
Volume 18, Pages 1-112 (March 2017) 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/17554365 
Multi-model comparisons for neglected tropical diseases - validation and projection 
Edited by Déirdre Hollingsworth and Graham Medley 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 

End of Life Journal 
2016, Volume 7, Issue 1 
http://eolj.bmj.com/content/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Epidemiology and Infection 
Volume 145 - Issue 8 - June 2017  
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/epidemiology-and-infection/latest-issue 
[New issue; No digest content identified] 
 
 
Ethics & International Affairs 
Spring 2017 (Issue 31.1) 
https://www.ethicsandinternationalaffairs.org/2017/spring-2017-issue-31-1/ 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
The European Journal of Public Health 
Volume 27, Issue 3, June 2017 
https://academic.oup.com/eurpub/issue/27/3 
Infectious diseases 
Increase in vaccination coverage between subsequent generations of orthodox 
Protestants in The Netherlands  
D. Henri Spaan; Wilhelmina L.M. Ruijs; Jeannine L.A. Hautvast; Alma Tostmann 
 
Migration 
Interventions to improve immigrant health. A scoping review  
Esperanza Diaz; Gaby Ortiz-Barreda; Yoav Ben-Shlomo; Michelle Holdsworth; Bukola Salami ...  
Abstract 
Background: Disparities in health between immigrants and their host populations have been 
described across countries and continents. Hence, interventions for improving health targeting 
general populations are not necessarily effective for immigrants.  
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Aims: To conduct a systematic search of the literature evaluating health interventions for 
immigrants; to map the characteristics of identified studies including range of interventions, 
immigrant populations and their host countries, clinical areas targeted and reported evaluations, 
challenges and limitations of the interventions identified. Following the results, to develop 
recommendations for research in the field.  
Methods: A scoping review approach was chosen to provide an overview of the type, extent and 
quantity of research available. Studies were included if they empirically evaluated health 
interventions targeting immigrants and/or their descendants, included a control group, and 
were published in English (PubMed and Embase from 1990 to 2015).  
Results: Most of the 83 studies included were conducted in the USA, encompassed few 
immigrant groups and used a randomized controlled trial (RCT) or cluster RCT design. Most 
interventions addressed chronic and non-communicable diseases and attendance at cancer 
screening services, used individual targeted approaches, targeted adult women and recruited 
participants from health centres. Outcome measures were often subjective, with the exception 
of interventions for cardiovascular risk and diabetes. Generally, authors claimed that 
interventions were beneficial, despite a number of reported limitations.  
Conclusions: Recommendations for enhancing interventions to improve immigrant health are 
provided to help researchers, funders and health care commissioners when deciding upon the 
scope, nature and design of future research in this area. 
 
Assessing trauma and mental health in refugee children and youth: a systematic 
review of validated screening and measurement tools  
A.K. Gadeberg; E. Montgomery; H.W. Frederiksen; M. Norredam  
 
Global region of birth is an independent risk factor for type 2 diabetes in Stockholm, 
Sweden  
Liselotte Schäfer Elinder; Shawn Hakimi; Anton Lager; Emma Patterson  
 
Adolescent immigrants, the impact of gender on health status  
Cheryl Zlotnick; Daphna Birenbaum-Carmeli; Hadass Goldblatt; Yael Dishon; Omer Taychaw ...  
 
Access to healthcare for undocumented migrants: analysis of avoidable hospital 
admissions in Sicily from 2003 to 2013  
Daniele Mipatrini; Sebastiano Pollina Addario; Roberto Bertollini; Mario Palermo; Alice Mannocci  
 
 
Food Policy 
Volume 69, Pages 1-280 (May 2017) 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03069192/69 
Original Research Article 
On food security and the economic valuation of food 
Pages 58-67 
Jean-Paul Chavas 
Abstract 
The paper presents an economic evaluation of food and the cost of food insecurity. Building on 
behavioral regularities of consumer behavior, the analysis estimates the benefit of food at the 
individual level and at the world level. It finds an inverted-U relationship between food benefit 
and income. At the individual level, the “food benefit/income” ratio starts at 0 under extreme 
poverty, increases with income to reach a maximum of 4.4 when income per capita is around 
$13,000, and then declines slowly as income rises. The paper shows very large aggregate net 
benefit of food. The analysis also evaluates the cost of food insecurity. It shows that aversion to 
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food insecurity is pervasive, the coefficient of relative risk aversion to food insecurity being 
around 2.7. The analysis evaluates empirically the cost of food insecurity. We report the cost of 
food insecurity under alternative scenarios, documenting that it can be large in situations of 
exposure to significant downside risk. 
 
Original Research Article 
Small farmer cooperatives and voluntary coffee certifications: Rewarding 
progressive farmers of engendering widespread change in Costa Rica? 
Pages 231-242 
Abstract 
Our research examines the benefits and drawbacks for cooperatives who participate in 
voluntary coffee certifications. We interviewed administrators at twenty Costa Rican coffee 
cooperatives about management practices related to voluntary certification. Voluntary 
certifications are popular among coffee cooperatives. Access to certified markets is facilitated by 
state support of the cooperative sector, regulation of the coffee sector and well-enforced 
environmental and social laws. However, there are no significant or consistent financial 
incentives for farmers to pursue certification. Multiple certifications may lower auditing and 
implementation costs, but cooperatives rarely receive the full premium for multiply-certified 
coffee. Low market demand for certified coffee, weak price incentives and high auditing and 
management costs encourage cooperatives to certify only a portion of their members. This 
strategy rewards compliant farmers rather than inducing widespread change to farming 
practices among the entire membership. Though financial incentives are weak, certifications 
offer non-financial benefits to both farmers and cooperatives, including better management and 
more resilient cooperatives. 
 
A comparative political economic analysis of maize sector policies in eastern and 
southern Africa 
Original Research Article 
Pages 243-255 
Nicholas J. Sitko, Jordan Chamberlin, Benedito Cunguara, Milu Muyanga, Julius Mangisoni 
Abstract 
Maize sector policies in eastern and southern Africa are characterized by a large and often 
growing presence of the state. Yet the scope, scale, and modalities of state activities vary 
substantially across countries. Drawing on data from Malawi, Zambia, Kenya, and Mozambique 
this article compares the relative degree of state intervention in the maize sector. We show that 
relative preferences for output market subsidies, input market subsidies, trade restrictions, or 
non-interventionist approaches reflect the interplay of interest group lobbying, patronage 
networks, and ethnic and regional political affiliations. These relationships have deep historical 
roots and have often been intensified in the context of the emergence of multiparty politics. We 
show that interventionist orientations in output markets and trade do not translate into better 
performance or welfare outcomes. Input subsidy preferences produce more ambiguous welfare 
results, when the opportunity costs are not fully accounted for. 
 
Women’s empowerment and gender equity in agriculture: A different perspective 
from Southeast Asia 
Original Research Article 
Sonia Akter, Pieter Rutsaert, Joyce Luis, Nyo Me Htwe, Su Su San, Budi Raharjo, Arlyna Pustika 
Abstract 
Women’s empowerment is considered a ‘prerequisite’ to achieving global food security. Gender 
systems, however, are diverse and complex. The nature and extent of gender inequity and the 
conditions necessary to empower women vary across countries, communities and regions. The 
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study of different gender systems is thus fundamental to capture cross-cultural variations in 
gender specific needs and constraints to effectively address gender gaps. Although the status of 
women in agriculture has received extensive attention in the literature in recent decades, a 
research gap persists regarding the state of gender inequity in Southeast Asian agriculture. The 
current paper contributes to the geographical scope of the literature by presenting empirical 
evidence of gender inequity from four Southeast Asian countries: Myanmar, Thailand, Indonesia 
and the Philippines. Using the framework recommended by the Women’s Empowerment in 
Agriculture Index (WEAI), 37 focus group discussions were conducted with 290 women farmers 
in the above mentioned countries. The results reveal trends that contradict the conventional 
narratives of gender inequity in agriculture in certain domains of empowerment. In all four 
countries, women appear to have equal access to productive resources such as land and inputs, 
and greater control over household income than men. Important intra-regional heterogeneity is 
observed in terms of community-level empowerment. While women play an active role in 
agricultural groups in Thailand and in the Philippines, this is predominantly men’s territory in 
Indonesia and Myanmar. These findings imply that country-specific gender intervention 
frameworks are necessary to overcome gender gaps in agriculture. 
 
 
Food Security  
Volume 9, Issue 2, April 2017 
http://link.springer.com/journal/12571/9/2/page/1 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Forum for Development Studies 
Volume 44, Issue 2, 2017  
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/sfds20/current  
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Genocide Studies International 
Volume 10, Issue 1, Spring 2016  
http://www.utpjournals.press/toc/gsi/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Geoheritage  
Volume 9, Issue 2, June 2017 
http://link.springer.com/journal/12371/9/2/page/1 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Global Health Action  
Volume 10, 2017 - Issue 1  
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/zgha20/10/1?nav=tocList 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Global Health: Science and Practice (GHSP) 
March 24, 2017, 5 (1) 
http://www.ghspjournal.org/content/current 
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[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Global Public Health  
Volume 12, 2017   Issue 6  
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rgph20/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Globalization and Health 
http://www.globalizationandhealth.com/  
[Accessed 27 May 2017] 
[No new digest content identified] 
 
 
Health Affairs  
May 2017; Volume 36, Issue 5  
http://content.healthaffairs.org/content/current 
Issue Focus: ACA Coverage, Access, Medicaid & More 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Health and Human Rights 
Volume 18, Issue 2, December 2016 
http://www.hhrjournal.org/ 
Special Section: Universal Health Coverage and Human Rights 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Health Economics, Policy and Law  
Volume 12 - Issue 2 - April 2017 
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/health-economics-policy-and-law/latest-issue 
Special Issue: Towards a Global Framework for Health Financing  
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Health Policy and Planning 
Volume 32, Issue 5  June 2017 
http://heapol.oxfordjournals.org/content/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Health Research Policy and Systems 
http://www.health-policy-systems.com/content 
[Accessed 27 May 2017] 
[No new digest content identified] 
 
 
Human Rights Quarterly 
Volume 39, Number 2, May 2017 
http://muse.jhu.edu/issue/36209 
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[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Humanitarian Exchange Magazine 
Number 68   January 2017 
http://odihpn.org/magazine/the-crisis-in-south-sudan/ 
The crisis in South Sudan  
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
IDRiM Journal 
Vol 6, No 2 (2016) 
http://idrimjournal.com/index.php/idrim/issue/view/16 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Infectious Agents and Cancer  
http://www.infectagentscancer.com/content 
[Accessed 27 May 2017] 
[No new digest content identified] 
 
 
Infectious Diseases of Poverty  
http://www.idpjournal.com/content 
[Accessed 27 May 2017]  
[No new digest content identified] 
 
 
International Health 
Volume 9, Issue 2   March 2017 
http://inthealth.oxfordjournals.org/content/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
International Human Rights Law Review 
Volume 5, Issue 2, 2016  
http://booksandjournals.brillonline.com/content/journals/22131035/5/2 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
International Journal of Community Medicine and Public Health 
Vol 4, No 5 (2017)  May 2017 
http://www.ijcmph.com/index.php/ijcmph/issue/view/24 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
International Journal of Disaster Risk Reduction 
Volume 20, Pages 1-162 (December 2016) 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/22124209/20 
[Reviewed earlier] 
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International Journal of Epidemiology 
Volume 46, Issue 1   February 2017 
http://ije.oxfordjournals.org/content/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
International Journal of Heritage Studies 
Volume 23, Issue 6, 2017 
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rjhs20/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
International Journal of Human Rights in Healthcare 
Vol. 10 Issue: 2, pp.-, doi: 10.1108/IJHRH-10-2016-0018 
http://www.emeraldinsight.com/toc/ijhrh/10/2 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
International Journal of Infectious Diseases  
May 2017 Volume 58, p1-118  
http://www.ijidonline.com/issue/S1201-9712(17)X0005-2 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
International Journal of Sustainable Development & World Ecology  
Volume 24, 2017 - Issue 3 
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/tsdw20/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
International Migration Review 
Spring 2017  Volume 51, Issue 1  Pages 1–287, e1–e16 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/imre.2017.51.issue-1/issuetoc 
HEALTH-RELATED ISSUES OF IMMIGRANTS IN THE UNITED STATES 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Intervention – Journal of Mental Health and Psychological Support in Conflict Affected Areas 
March 2017 - Volume 15 - Issue 1  
http://journals.lww.com/interventionjnl/pages/currenttoc.aspx 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
JAMA  
May 23/30, 2017, Vol 317, No. 20, Pages 2033-2142  
http://jama.jamanetwork.com/issue.aspx 
Viewpoint 
Single IRBs in Multisite TrialsQuestions Posed by the New NIH Policy  
Robert Klitzman, MD; Ekaterina Pivovarova, PhD; Charles W. Lidz, PhD  
JAMA. 2017;317(20):2061-2062. doi:10.1001/jama.2017.4624  
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   This Viewpoint describes measures needed for an effective NIH policy in which a single IRB 
would work with multiple local IRBs to ensure protection of participants in multisite trials. 
 
Review 
Management of Depression in Older Adults - A Review  
Rob M. Kok, MD, PhD; Charles F. Reynolds III, MD  
JAMA. 2017;317(20):2114-2122. doi:10.1001/jama.2017.5706  
   This review offers guidance on medical and psychotherapeutic treatment options available for 
older frail patients with depression and who are taking several types of medications. 
 
 
JAMA Pediatrics  
May 2017, Vol 171, No. 5, Pages 407-500  
http://archpedi.jamanetwork.com/issue.aspx 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
JBI Database of Systematic Review and Implementation Reports  
May 2017 - Volume 15 - Issue 5  
http://journals.lww.com/jbisrir/Pages/currenttoc.aspx 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
  
Journal of Community Health  
Volume 42, Issue 3, June 2017 
http://link.springer.com/journal/10900/42/3/page/1 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Journal of Cultural Heritage 
Volume 25, Pages 1-190 (May–June 2017) 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/12962074 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Journal of Cultural Heritage Management and Sustainable Development 
2017: Volume 7 Issue 2 
http://www.emeraldinsight.com/toc/jchmsd/7/2 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Journal of Development Economics 
Volume 126, Pages 1-242 (May 2017) 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03043878/126 
[No new digest content identified] 
 
 

Journal of Environmental Management 
Volume 190, Pages 1-302 (27 May 2017) 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03014797/190 
[Reviewed earlier] 
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Journal of Epidemiology & Community Health 
May 2017 - Volume 71 - 5 
http://jech.bmj.com/content/current 
[New issue; No digest content identified] 
 
 
Journal of Global Ethics  
Volume 12, Issue 3, 2016  
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rjge20/current 
Theme Issue: Refugee Crisis: The Borders of Human Mobility 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Journal of Health Care for the Poor and Underserved (JHCPU) 
Volume 28, Number 2 Supplement, May 2017 
https://muse.jhu.edu/issue/36192 
The Power of Prevention: Reaching At-Risk Emerging Adults to Reduce Substance 
Abuse and HIV 
Guest Editors: Lorece Edwards, DrPH, MHS, Morgan State University and Ronald L. Braithwaite, 
PhD, Morehouse School of Medicine 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Journal of Human Trafficking 
Volume 3, Issue 2, 2017 
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/uhmt20/current 
Article 
An Interpretive Analysis of Australia’s Approach to Human Trafficking and Its Focus 
on Criminal Justice Over Public Health 
Emma George , Darlene McNaughton & George Tsourtos  
Pages: 81-92 
Published online: 05 Oct 2016 
 
Article 
Human Trafficking and Emerging Sex Risk Environments in Vietnam: A Preliminary 
Profile of a Sex Work “Shared House” 
Lloyd A. Goldsamt, Michael C. Clatts, Gary Yu, Bao Le & Donn J. Colby 
Pages: 107-115 
Published online: 08 Oct 2016 
 
Article 
A Review of U.S. Health Care Institution Protocols for the Identification and 
Treatment of Victims of Human Trafficking 
Hanni Stoklosa , Mary Beth Dawson, Francisca Williams-Oni & Emily F. Rothman  
Pages: 116-124 
Published online: 08 Oct 2016 
 
Article 
Child Trafficking and Child Welfare 
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Amanda West 
Pages: 125-135 
Published online: 05 Oct 2016 
 
  
Journal of Humanitarian Logistics and Supply Chain Management 
Volume 7 Issue 1  
http://www.emeraldinsight.com/toc/jhlscm/7/1 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Journal of Immigrant and Minority Health  
Volume 19, Issue 3, June 2017 
http://link.springer.com/journal/10903/19/3/page/1 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Journal of Immigrant & Refugee Studies  
Volume 15, Issue 2, 2017 
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/wimm20/current 
Special Issue: Human Trafficking in Domestic Work: A Special Case or a Learning 
Ground for the Anti-Trafficking Field? 
[Articles focused on Netherlands, Britain, Italy, Greece, France] 
 
 
Journal of Infectious Diseases 
Volume 215, Issue 8   15 April 2017 
http://jid.oxfordjournals.org/content/current 
Editor's Choice 
Measles Vaccination Is Effective at Under Nine Months of Age, and Provides 
Nonspecific Immunological Benefits  
Katie L. Flanagan  
 
HIV/AIDS 
Randomized, Double-Blind Evaluation of Late Boost Strategies for HIV-Uninfected 
Vaccine Recipients in the RV144 HIV Vaccine Efficacy Trial  
Supachai Rerks-Ngarm; Punnee Pitisuttithum; Jean-Louis Excler; Sorachai Nitayaphan; Jaranit 
Kaewkungwal ...  
 
 
Journal of International Development 
May 2017   Volume 29, Issue 4  Pages 405–548 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/jid.v29.4/issuetoc 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Journal of Medical Ethics 
May 2017 - Volume 43 - 5 
http://jme.bmj.com/content/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
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Journal of Medical Internet Research 
Vol 19, No 5 (2017): May  
http://www.jmir.org/2017/5 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 

 
Journal of Operations Management 
Volumes 49–51, Pages 1-88 (March 2017) 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/02726963 
Special Issue: Competitive Manufacturing in a High-Cost Environment 
Edited by Suzanne de Treville, Mikko Ketokivi and Vinod Singhal 
 
 
Journal of Patient-Centered Research and Reviews 
Volume 4, Issue 2 (2017)  
http://digitalrepository.aurorahealthcare.org/jpcrr/ 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Journal of the Pediatric Infectious Diseases Society (JPIDS) 
Volume 6, Issue 2   1 June 2017 
http://jpids.oxfordjournals.org/content/current 
[New issue; No digest content identified] 
 
 
Journal of Pediatrics 
May 2017 Volume 184, p1-246  
http://www.jpeds.com/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Journal of Public Health Policy 
Volume 38, Issue 2, May 2017 
https://link.springer.com/journal/41271/38/2/page/1 
[New issue; No digest content identified] 
 
 
Journal of the Royal Society – Interface 
01 May 2017; volume 14, issue 130 
http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/current  
[New issue; No digest content identified 
 
 
Journal of Travel Medicine  
Volume 24, Issue 2, March/April 2017 
https://academic.oup.com/jtm/issue/24/2 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
The Lancet 

http://www.jmir.org/2017/5
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/02726963
http://digitalrepository.aurorahealthcare.org/jpcrr/
http://jpids.oxfordjournals.org/content/current
http://www.jpeds.com/current
https://link.springer.com/journal/41271/38/2/page/1
http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/current
https://academic.oup.com/jtm/issue/24/2
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May 27, 2017 Volume 389 Number 10084 p2081-2162  e6-e10  
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/issue/current 
[New issue; No digest content identified]  
 
 
Lancet Global Health 
Jun 2017 Volume 5 Number 6 e556-e632  
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/langlo/issue/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Lancet Infectious Diseases 
Jun 2017 Volume 17 Number 6 p563-672  e166-e196 
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/laninf/issue/current 
Articles 
Effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of a nurse-delivered intervention to improve 
adherence to treatment for HIV: a pragmatic, multicentre, open-label, randomised 
clinical trial 
Marijn de Bruin, Edwin J M Oberjé, Wolfgang Viechtbauer, Hans-Erik Nobel, Mickaël Hiligsmann, 
Cees van Nieuwkoop, Jan Veenstra, Frank J Pijnappel, Frank P Kroon, Laura van Zonneveld, 
Paul H P Groeneveld, Marjolein van Broekhuizen, Silvia M A A Evers, Jan M Prins 
 
Safety and immunogenicity of one versus two doses of Takeda's tetravalent dengue 
vaccine in children in Asia and Latin America: interim results from a phase 2, 
randomised, placebo-controlled study 
Xavier Sáez-Llorens, Vianney Tricou, Delia Yu, Luis Rivera, Suely Tuboi, Pedro Garbes, Astrid 
Borkowski, Derek Wallace 
 
Asymptomatic infection and unrecognised Ebola virus disease in Ebola-affected 
households in Sierra Leone: a cross-sectional study using a new non-invasive assay 
for antibodies to Ebola virus 
Judith R Glynn, Hilary Bower, Sembia Johnson, Catherine F Houlihan, Carla Montesano, Janet T 
Scott, Malcolm G Semple, Mohammed S Bangura, Alie Joshua Kamara, Osman Kamara, Saidu H 
Mansaray, Daniel Sesay, Cecilia Turay, Steven Dicks, Raoul E Guetiya Wadoum, Vittorio Colizzi, 
Francesco Checchi, Dhan Samuel, Richard S Tedder 
 
Characteristics and survival of patients with Ebola virus infection, malaria, or both in 
Sierra Leone: a retrospective cohort study 
Matthew Waxman, Adam R Aluisio, Soham Rege, Adam C Levine 
 
 
Lancet Public Health 
May 2017 Volume 2 Number 5 e202-e246  
http://thelancet.com/journals/lanpub/issue/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Lancet Respiratory Medicine 
Jun 2017 Volume 5 Number 6 p457-534  e20-e22  
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanres/issue/current 
[New issue: No digest content identified] 

http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/issue/current
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/langlo/issue/current
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/laninf/issue/current
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/laninf/article/PIIS1473-3099%2816%2930534-5/fulltext
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/laninf/article/PIIS1473-3099%2816%2930534-5/fulltext
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/laninf/article/PIIS1473-3099%2816%2930534-5/fulltext
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/laninf/article/PIIS1473-3099%2817%2930166-4/fulltext
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/laninf/article/PIIS1473-3099%2817%2930166-4/fulltext
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/laninf/article/PIIS1473-3099%2817%2930166-4/fulltext
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/laninf/article/PIIS1473-3099%2817%2930111-1/fulltext
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/laninf/article/PIIS1473-3099%2817%2930111-1/fulltext
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/laninf/article/PIIS1473-3099%2817%2930111-1/fulltext
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/laninf/article/PIIS1473-3099%2817%2930112-3/fulltext
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/laninf/article/PIIS1473-3099%2817%2930112-3/fulltext
http://thelancet.com/journals/lanpub/issue/current
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanres/issue/current
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Maternal and Child Health Journal  
Volume 21, Issue 5, May 2017 
http://link.springer.com/journal/10995/21/5/page/1 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Medical Decision Making (MDM) 
Volume 37, Issue 4, May 2017  
http://mdm.sagepub.com/content/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
The Milbank Quarterly 
A Multidisciplinary Journal of Population Health and Health Policy  
March 2017  Volume 95, Issue 1  Pages 1–209 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/milq.2017.95.issue-1/issuetoc 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Nature   
Volume 545 Number 7655 pp385-520  25 May 2017 
http://www.nature.com/nature/current_issue.html 
[New issue: No digest content identified] 
 
 
New England Journal of Medicine 
May 25, 2017  Vol. 376 No. 21 
http://www.nejm.org/toc/nejm/medical-journal 
Perspective 
Accelerated Approval and Expensive Drugs — A Challenging Combination 
Walid F. Gellad, M.D., M.P.H., and Aaron S. Kesselheim, M.D., J.D., M.P.H. 
N Engl J Med 2017; 376:2001-2004 May 25, 2017 DOI: 10.1056/NEJMp1700446 
 
Perspective 
Sharing Clinical and Genomic Data on Cancer — The Need for Global Solutions 
The Clinical Cancer Genome Task Team of the Global Alliance for Genomics and Health 
N Engl J Med 2017; 376:2006-2009 May 25, 2017 DOI: 10.1056/NEJMp1612254 
 
 
Nonprofit and Voluntary Sector Quarterly 
Volume 46, Issue 3, June 2017  
http://nvs.sagepub.com/content/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Oxford Monitor of Forced Migration  
OxMo Vol. 6, No. 2 
http://oxmofm.com/current-issue/ 
[Reviewed earlier] 

http://link.springer.com/journal/10995/21/5/page/1
http://mdm.sagepub.com/content/current
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/milq.2017.95.issue-1/issuetoc
http://www.nature.com/nature/current_issue.html
http://www.nejm.org/toc/nejm/medical-journal
http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMp1700446
http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMp1612254
http://nvs.sagepub.com/content/current
http://oxmofm.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/FINAL-OXMO-FULL-COPY-v.2.pdf
http://oxmofm.com/current-issue/
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Pediatrics  
May 2017, VOLUME 139 / ISSUE 5 
http://pediatrics.aappublications.org/content/139/5?current-issue=y 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
PharmacoEconomics  
Volume 35, Issue 5, May 2017 
http://link.springer.com/journal/40273/35/5/page/1 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
PLOS Currents: Disasters 
http://currents.plos.org/disasters/ 
[Accessed 27 May 2017] 
[No new digest content identified] 
 
 
PLoS Currents: Outbreaks 
http://currents.plos.org/outbreaks/ 
[Accessed 27 May 2017] 
Integrating Environmental Monitoring and Mosquito Surveillance to Predict Vector-
borne Disease: Prospective Forecasts of a West Nile Virus Outbreak 
May 23, 2017 · Research Article  
Introduction: Predicting the timing and locations of future mosquito-borne disease outbreaks 
has the potential to improve the targeting of mosquito control and disease prevention efforts. 
Here, we present and evaluate prospective forecasts made prior to and during the 2016 West 
Nile virus (WNV) season in South Dakota, a hotspot for human WNV transmission in the United 
States. 
Methods: We used a county-level logistic regression model to predict the weekly probability of 
human WNV case occurrence as a function of temperature, precipitation, and an index of 
mosquito infection status. The model was specified and fitted using historical data from 2004-
2015 and was applied in 2016 to make short-term forecasts of human WNV cases in the 
upcoming week as well as whole-year forecasts of WNV cases throughout the entire 
transmission season. These predictions were evaluated at the end of the 2016 WNV season by 
comparing them with spatial and temporal patterns of the human cases that occurred. 
Results: There was an outbreak of WNV in 2016, with a total of 167 human cases compared to 
only 40 in 2015. Model results were generally accurate, with an AUC of 0.856 for short-
term predictions. Early-season temperature data were sufficient to predict an earlier-than-
normal start to the WNV season and an above-average number of cases, but underestimated 
the overall case burden. Model predictions improved throughout the season as more mosquito 
infection data were obtained, and by the end of July the model provided a close estimate of the 
overall magnitude of the outbreak. 
Conclusions: An integrated model that included meteorological variables as well as a mosquito 
infection index as predictor variables accurately predicted the resurgence of WNV in South 
Dakota in 2016. Key areas for future research include refining the model to improve predictive 
skill and developing strategies to link forecasts with specific mosquito control and disease 
prevention activities. 
 

http://pediatrics.aappublications.org/content/139/5?current-issue=y
http://link.springer.com/journal/40273/35/5/page/1
http://currents.plos.org/disasters/
http://currents.plos.org/outbreaks/
http://currents.plos.org/outbreaks/article/integrating-environmental-monitoring-and-mosquito-surveillance-to-predict-vector-borne-disease-prospective-forecasts-of-a-west-nile-virus-outbreak/
http://currents.plos.org/outbreaks/article/integrating-environmental-monitoring-and-mosquito-surveillance-to-predict-vector-borne-disease-prospective-forecasts-of-a-west-nile-virus-outbreak/
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PLoS Medicine 
http://www.plosmedicine.org/   
(Accessed 27 May 2017)  
Research Article  
Measuring personal beliefs and perceived norms about intimate partner violence: 
Population-based survey experiment in rural Uganda  
Alexander C. Tsai, Bernard Kakuhikire, Jessica M. Perkins, Dagmar Vořechovská, Amy Q. 
McDonough, Elizabeth L. Ogburn, Jordan M. Downey, David R. Bangsberg  
Research Article | published 23 May 2017 PLOS Medicine  
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pmed.1002303  
 
 
PLoS Neglected Tropical Diseases 
http://www.plosntds.org/  
(Accessed 27 May 2017)  
Editorial  
Russian–United States vaccine science diplomacy: Preserving the legacy  
Peter J. Hotez  
| published 25 May 2017 PLOS Neglected Tropical Diseases  
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0005320  
[Initial text] 
   United States–Russia tensions over the hostilities in Ukraine, collapsed cease-fires and 
chemical weapons use in Syria, and accusations of alleged cyberattacks may require a 
diplomatic reset. To help ease growing strains and restore dialogue and cooperation, it is worth 
looking to a productive and extraordinary historical record of international scientific 
collaborations. 
Throughout the last half of the 20th century, the United States and Soviet Union managed a 
complex Cold War foreign policy relationship by opening and maintaining channels in sports, the 
arts, literature, and other humanitarian endeavors. One of the most productive engagements 
was through a mostly clandestine joint initiative to develop, test, and deliver life-saving vaccines 
that targeted the ancient scourges of humankind. Ultimately, through Cold War vaccine 
diplomacy, smallpox was eradicated, and polio was mostly eliminated [1]… 
 
 
PLoS One 
http://www.plosone.org/ 
[Accessed 27 May 2017]  
Research Article  
The emergence and evolution of the research fronts in HIV/AIDS research  
David Fajardo-Ortiz, Malaquias Lopez-Cervantes, Luis Duran, Michel Dumontier, Miguel Lara, 
Hector Ochoa, Victor M. Castano  
Research Article | published 25 May 2017 PLOS ONE  
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0178293  
 
Projected savings through public health voluntary licences of HIV drugs negotiated 
by the Medicines Patent Pool (MPP)  
Sandeep Juneja, Aastha Gupta, Suerie Moon, Stephen Resch  
Research Article | published 25 May 2017 PLOS ONE  
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0177770  
 

http://www.plosmedicine.org/
http://journals.plos.org/plosmedicine/article?id=10.1371/journal.pmed.1002303
http://journals.plos.org/plosmedicine/article?id=10.1371/journal.pmed.1002303
http://www.plosntds.org/
http://journals.plos.org/plosntds/article?id=10.1371/journal.pntd.0005320
http://journals.plos.org/plosntds/article?id=10.1371/journal.pntd.0005320#pntd.0005320.ref001
http://www.plosone.org/
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0178293
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0178293
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0177770
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0177770
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0177770
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Effectiveness of pneumococcal vaccines in preventing pneumonia in adults, a 
systematic review and meta-analyses of observational studies  
Myint Tin Tin Htar, Anke L. Stuurman, Germano Ferreira, Cristiano Alicino, Kaatje Bollaerts, 
Chiara Paganino, Ralf René Reinert, Heinz-Josef Schmitt, Cecilia Trucchi, Thomas Vestraeten, 
Filippo Ansaldi  
Research Article | published 23 May 2017 PLOS ONE  
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0177985  
 
Women's role in sanitation decision making in rural coastal Odisha, India  
Parimita Routray, Belen Torondel, Thomas Clasen, Wolf-Peter Schmidt  
Research Article | published 24 May 2017 PLOS ONE  
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0178042  
 
 
PLoS Pathogens 
http://journals.plos.org/plospathogens/ 
[Accessed 27 May 2017] 
[No new digest content identified] 
 
 
PNAS - Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States  
of America 
http://www.pnas.org/content/early/ 
[Accessed 27 May 2017] 
[No new digest content identified] 
 
 
Prehospital & Disaster Medicine 
Volume 32 - Issue 2 - April 2017 
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/prehospital-and-disaster-medicine/latest-issue 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Preventive Medicine 
Volume 98, Pages 1-44 (May 2017) 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00917435/98 
Special Issue: Emerging Paradigms in Cervical Cancer Screening 
Edited by Mark Schiffman 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Proceedings of the Royal Society B 
17 May 2017; volume 284, issue 1854 
http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/284/1854?current-issue=y 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Public Health Ethics  
Volume 10, Issue 1   April 2017 

http://phe.oxfordjournals.org/content/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 

http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0177985
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0177985
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0177985
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0178042
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0178042
http://journals.plos.org/plospathogens/
http://www.pnas.org/content/early/recent
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/prehospital-and-disaster-medicine/latest-issue
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00917435/98
http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/284/1854?current-issue=y
http://phe.oxfordjournals.org/content/current
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Public Health Reports 
Volume 132, Issue 3, May/June 2017  
http://phr.sagepub.com/content/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Qualitative Health Research 
Volume 27, Issue 6, May 2017  
http://qhr.sagepub.com/content/current 
Special Issue: Phenomenology/Qualitative Evaluation 
[Reviewed earlier] 
  
 
Refugee Survey Quarterly 
Volume 36, Issue 2   June 2017  
http://rsq.oxfordjournals.org/content/current 
Articles 
Hosting Guests, Creating Citizens: Models of Refugee Administration in Jordan and 
Egypt  
Rochelle Davis; Grace Benton; Will Todman; Emma Murphy  
 
Mixed Migrations to the Gulf: An Empirical Analysis of Migrations from Unstable and 
Refugee-producing Countries to the GCC, 1960–2015  
Marko Valenta; Jo Jakobsen  
 
The International Refugee Match: A System that Respects Refugees’ Preferences 
and the Priorities of States  
Will Jones; Alexander Teytelboym  
 
 
Reproductive Health 
http://www.reproductive-health-journal.com/content 
[Accessed 27 May 2017]  
[No new digest content identified 
 
 
Revista Panamericana de Salud Pública/Pan American Journal of Public Health 
(RPSP/PAJPH)  
http://www.paho.org/journal/index.php?option=com_content&view=featured&Itemid=101 
This issue is focused on health reform In Ecuador and its implications. 
[No new digest content identified 
 
 
Risk Analysis  
April 2017  Volume 37, Issue 4  Pages 599–844 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/risa.2017.37.issue-4/issuetoc 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 

http://phr.sagepub.com/content/current
http://qhr.sagepub.com/content/current
http://rsq.oxfordjournals.org/content/current
https://academic.oup.com/rsq/article/36/2/1/3855760/Hosting-Guests-Creating-Citizens-Models-of-Refugee
https://academic.oup.com/rsq/article/36/2/1/3855760/Hosting-Guests-Creating-Citizens-Models-of-Refugee
https://academic.oup.com/rsq/search-results?f_Authors=Rochelle+Davis
https://academic.oup.com/rsq/search-results?f_Authors=Grace+Benton
https://academic.oup.com/rsq/search-results?f_Authors=Will+Todman
https://academic.oup.com/rsq/search-results?f_Authors=Emma+Murphy
https://academic.oup.com/rsq/article/36/2/33/3855759/Mixed-Migrations-to-the-Gulf-An-Empirical-Analysis
https://academic.oup.com/rsq/article/36/2/33/3855759/Mixed-Migrations-to-the-Gulf-An-Empirical-Analysis
https://academic.oup.com/rsq/search-results?f_Authors=Marko+Valenta
https://academic.oup.com/rsq/search-results?f_Authors=Jo+Jakobsen
https://academic.oup.com/rsq/article/36/2/84/3828257/The-International-Refugee-Match-A-System-that
https://academic.oup.com/rsq/article/36/2/84/3828257/The-International-Refugee-Match-A-System-that
https://academic.oup.com/rsq/search-results?f_Authors=Will+Jones
https://academic.oup.com/rsq/search-results?f_Authors=Alexander+Teytelboym
http://www.reproductive-health-journal.com/content
http://www.paho.org/journal/index.php?option=com_content&view=featured&Itemid=101
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/risa.2017.37.issue-4/issuetoc
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Risk Management and Healthcare Policy 
Volume 10, 2017 
https://www.dovepress.com/risk-management-and-healthcare-policy-archive56 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Science  
26 May 2017   Vol 356, Issue 6340 
http://www.sciencemag.org/current.dtl 
[New issue: No digest content identified] 
 
 
Social Science & Medicine 
Volume 180, Pages 1-196 (May 2017) 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/02779536/180 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Stability: International Journal of Security & Development  
http://www.stabilityjournal.org/articles 
[accessed 27 May 2017]  
[No new digest content identified] 
 
 
Stanford Social Innovation Review 
Spring 2017   Volume 15, Number 2  
https://ssir.org/issue/spring_2017 
   All too often people use intuition, along with trial and error, to devise social programs. But we 
now have a large and growing body of knowledge about how people interact with their 
environment and with each other. The cover story in the spring 2017 issue of Stanford Social 
Innovation Review, “The New Science of Designing for Humans,” discusses how the social 
sector can draw on behavioral science to design more effective programs. 
 
 
Sustainability 
Volume 9, Issue 4 (April 2017)  
http://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/9/4 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Torture Journal 
Volume 27 - Issue No. 1  
http://www.irct.org/publications/torture-journal/128 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Trauma, Violence, & Abuse 
Volume 18, Issue 2, April 2017  
http://journals.sagepub.com/toc/tvaa/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 

https://www.dovepress.com/risk-management-and-healthcare-policy-archive56
http://www.sciencemag.org/current.dtl
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/02779536/180
http://www.stabilityjournal.org/articles
https://ssir.org/issue/spring_2017
https://ssir.org/articles/entry/the_new_science_of_designing_for_humans
http://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/9/4
http://www.irct.org/publications/torture-journal/128
http://journals.sagepub.com/toc/tvaa/current
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Travel Medicine and Infectious Diseases 
March-April, 2017 - Volume 16  
http://www.travelmedicinejournal.com/ 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
Tropical Medicine & International Health 
May 2017  Volume 22, Issue 5  Pages 513–654 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/tmi.2017.22.issue-5/issuetoc 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
UN Chronicle 
Volume LIV Nos. 1 & 2 2017    
http://unchronicle.un.org/ 
May 2017  
Our Ocean, Our World 
   Under the theme “Our Ocean, Our World”, this special double issue of the UN Chronicle 
explores many of the problems facing the marine ecosystem, with articles by experts and 
eminent personalities actively engaged in finding solutions. The issue was planned in support of 
the Ocean Conference (New York, 5-9 June 2017) and Sustainable Development Goal 14: 
Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable 
development. 
 
 
Vulnerable Children and Youth Studies  
An International Interdisciplinary Journal for Research, Policy and Care  
Volume 12, Issue 2, 2017  
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rvch20/current 
[Reviewed earlier] 
 
 
World Heritage Review  
n°83 - April 2017 
http://whc.unesco.org/en/review/82/ 
April 2017 
Museums and visitor centres  
   Thousands of museums are located in and around World Heritage sites. Site museums 
preserve the integrity of the sites through conservation efforts, but also enhance interpretation 
and visitor education. Experts, tourists and local communities all have a role in these activities. 
Museums can also help bolster the local and regional economy, and provide platforms for 
debate and discussion as a forum for tackling complex social and intergenerational issues. 
 
 
           #                               #                               #                               # 
 
           #                               #                               #                               # 
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